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A Review of the Tip-of-the-Tongue Experience 

A l a n  S. B r o w n  
Southern Methodist University 

The tip-of-the-tongue experience (TOT) has intrigued psychologists for nearly a century. R. Brown 
and McNeill (1966) provided the first systematic exploration of the phenomenon, and the findings 
since their seminal study suggest that TOTs (a) are a nearly universal experience, (b) occur about 
once a week, (c) increase with age, (d) are frequently elicited by proper names, (e) often enable access 
to the target word's first letter, if) are often accompanied by words related to the target, and (g) are 
resolved during the experience about half of the time. Important questions remain concerning 
TOTs: (a) Are emotional reactions necessary, (b) do only low frequency targets elicit TOTs, (c) do 
TOTs reflect incomplete target word activation or interference from related words, and (d) do 
spontaneous retrievals really occur? A more precise definition of the TOT experience is needed, as 
well as greater uniformity in the information gathered during TOTs. 

The retrieval of  information from memory is a relatively auto- 

matic procedure that we take for granted because it usually is 

quick and effortless. On occasion, however, memory falters: We 

are sure that the information is in memory but are temporarily 

unable to access it. The tip-of-the-tongue experience (TOT) is a 

common label for this difficulty. This phenomenon has fasci- 

nated psychologists for a century (James, 1890). Because word 

retrieval is usually so rapid, examining it in a temporary "hold- 

ing pattern" imposed by the TOT has the potential to reveal 

subtleties of  normal retrieval functions, similar to how slow- 

motion photography clarifies the dimensions of  a humming- 

bird's flight. However, this phenomenon has proven difficult to 

bring under close experimental scrutiny. In fact, it was not until 

three quarters of  a century after James's description that the 

first systematic study was undertaken (R. Brown & McNeill, 

1966). 

The TOT is inherently interesting to most lay persons and 

memory researchers. Questionnaire studies suggest that nearly 

everyone experiences TOTs with some regularity (see Reason, 

1984). The TOT experience is mentioned in most textbooks on 

introductory psychology, cognition, and memory. An informal 

survey of  35 memory-cognition textbooks published since 1970 

revealed that nearly two thirds (23) covered the TOT phenome- 

non. Despite numerous investigations since R. Brown and 

McNeill (1966), most textbooks focus on their study. 

A structured investigation o f  any naturally occurring phe- 

nomenon presents unique challenges. Although R. Brown and 

McNeill (1966) provided an initial framework, the literature 

contains an eclectic assortment of  techniques to produce and 

observe TOTs. There is inconsistency from study to study on 

what types of  information are (a) requested from subjects dur- 
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ing TOTs and (b) summarized in the data reports. For example, 

knowing how many subjects experienced TOTs and how many 

stimuli evoked TOTs would be useful, but most studies do not 

include such information. The number of  recall failures would 

help in gauging TOT frequency, but this is rarely noted in the 

empirical reports. 

TOTs are sometimes examined as a "second thought" As an 

example, Meyer and Hilterbrand (1984) investigated retrieval of  

information from a small semantic category--the Seven 

Dwarfs. "Our review of  the incorrect guesses of  the dwarfs' 

names suggests that many of  the subjects were in a 'tip-of-the- 

tongue' state" (p. 49). With this ex post facto approach, details 

of  TOTs are indirectly inferred from other responses rather 

than directly provided by subjects. Such research is not in- 

cluded in this review. 

This review is divided into nine sections. The first describes 

the TOT "state" and the "feeling-of-knowing" experience and 

offers experimental definitions; the second describes tech- 

niques to elicit and record TOT experiences; the third summa- 

rizes TOT frequency in both natural and laboratory settings. 

The fourth section covers types o f  target word information 

available to subjects in a TOT. The fifth and sixth sections ad- 

dress the likelihood of  resolving TOTs within immediate (min- 

utes) and delayed (hours to days) time frames. The seventh sec- 

tion presents theories on the causes of  TOTs, and the eighth 

section summarizes individual differences related to TOTs, 

with respect to children, older adults, and aphasic patients. The 

last part of  the review covers phenomena related to the TOT 

experience. 

Traditional statistical techniques are difficult to apply in this 

area of  research. Because some subjects fail to experience TOTs 

---and because some target words fail to elicit them--the appli- 

cation of  standard statistical tests, either across subjects or 

across items, is problematic. This difficulty was referred to as 
the "fragmentary data problem" by R. Brown and McNeiU 

(1966). Although a problem within individual investigations, 

consistencies across studies help establish the reliability of  the 

findings and lessen a dependence on individual statistical tests. 
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Def in ing  the  T O T  

Is There a TOT"State'? 

The TOT experience is often described as a TOT state, as if  

separate from normal waking consciousness. This is alluded to 

in James's (1893) original and oft-cited description of  the TOT 

experience. 

The state of our consciousness is peculiar. There is a gap therein; 
but no mere gap. It is a gap that is intensely active. A sort of wraith 
of the name is in it, beckoning us in a given direction, making us at 
moments tingle with the sense o four closeness and then letting us 
sink back without the longed-for term. If wrong names are pro- 
posed to us, this singularly definite gap acts immediately so as to 
negate them. They do not fit into its mould. And the gap of one 
word does not feel like the gap of another, all empty of content as 
both might seem necessarily to be when described as gaps. 
(p. 251) 

This colorful description was supplemented by R. Brown and 

McNeill (1966), who noted that the signs of  a TOT were dis- 

tinct: "[A subject] 'seized' by a TOT s t a t e . . ,  would appear to 

be in mild torment, something like the brink of  a sneeze, and if 

he found the word his relief was considerable" (p. 326). 

Such descriptions are congruent with one's personal intro- 

spections of  inner turmoil  when grappling for an elusive word. 

However, this emotional arousal may simply reflect a reaction 

to the momentary retrieval failure rather than being an integral 

component of  the TOT. Some researchers interpret an emo- 

t ional  reaction as a necessary par t  o f  the TOT. Gruneberg,  

Smith, and Winfrow (1973) did not classify a response blockage 

as a TOT unless subjects exhibited "clear cut emotional reac- 

tions" (p. 196). Yarmey (1973) also viewed the emotional compo- 

nent as an essential part  of  a TOT. In this review, a TOT is not 

viewed as a separate state, and an emotional reaction is not 

considered a defining element. The phrase TOT state is not 

used, in order to avoid this implication. 

TOT and Feeling of  Knowing 

A number of  metamemory investigations have examined the 

feeling of  knowing, or FOK, experience. Following the original 

series of  studies by Hart  (1965, 1966, 1967), this research has 

consistently demonstrated that individuals can predict the like- 

lihood of  later recognizing target words presently unrecallable 

(see Nelson, 1984, for a review). Although related to the TOT 

experience, the FOK phenomenon differs in two central ways. 

First, TOTs occur involuntarily, whereas FOK responses are 

requested by the experimenter and can be made on any nonre- 

called item. A second difference is that with a TOT, subjects are 

confident that they can eventually recall the target information, 

with or without additional cues. An FOK, on the other hand, 

assesses recognition likelihood for the missing word. 

Yaniv and Meyer (1987) directly compared these two experi- 

ences by having subjects give both TOT and FOK assessments 

on all nonrecalled items. After retrieval failure, subjects desig- 

nated whether they were experiencing a TOT (yes or no) fol- 

lowed by a FOK evaluation (on a I to 5 scale). In some instances, 

subjects responded no to TOT yet gave a high FOK rating, 

prompting Yaniv and Meyer to speculate that different intro- 

spective processes underlie these two responses. 

Experimental Definitions 

Most persons intuitively appreciate what a TOT is, but it is 

still important to define the experience for subjects. R. Brown 

and McNeiU (1966) told subjects, " I fyou are unable to think of  

the word but feel sure that you know it and that it is on the verge 

of  coming back to you then you are in a TOT state" (p. 327). 

Another typical instruction is from Koriat and Lieblich (1974): 

"We are concerned with that state of  mind in which a person is 

unable to think of  a word that he is certain he knows, the state 

of  mind in which a word seems to be on the tip of  one's tongue" 

(p. 648). Most TOT studies duplicate R. Brown and McNeill's 

definition, and those that do not usually stipulate that (a) the 

word is known but presently unavailable and (b) recall seems 

imminent. 

This review includes only studies in which subjects were in- 

structed about TOTs and how to report them or in which re- 

ports of  subjects' momentary recall blockages clearly suggest a 

TOT experience. Investigations were excluded that defined 

TOTs in a post hoc manner, that were based on fragmentary or 

incomplete recall (Meyer & Hilterbrand, 1984), or that were 

based on the superficial resemblance between pathological re- 

trieval difficulties and normal  subjects'  TOTs (Matison, 

Mayeux, Rosen, & Fahn, 1982). 

El ic i t ing a n d  M e a s u r i n g  TOTs 

Because TOTs occur sporadically, a p r imary  challenge in 

TOT research is evoking them. No technique has been devel- 

oped to elicit a TOT with a high degree of  certainty. One ap- 

proach is to record TOTs as they spontaneously occur during 

daily activities; another involves evoking TOTs in a controlled 

laboratory setting. 

In naturalistic investigations of  TOTs, subjects either carry a 

d iary  and document  TOTs as they occur (Burke, MacKay, 

Worthley, & Wade, 1991; Burke, Worthley, & Martin, 1988; Co- 

hen & Faulkner, 1986; Reason & Lucas, 1984) or record TOTs at 

the end of  each day (Sunderland, Watts, Baddeley, & Harris, 

1986). These studies usually involve an extended time period, 

ranging between I week (Sunderland et al., 1986) and I month 

(Burke et al., 1988, 1991; Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; Reason & 

Lucas, 1984), although one investigation sampled only one 

TOT experience per subject (Cohen & Faulkner, 1986). Because 

of  the effort required, such investigations involve a select group 

of  highly motivated individuals who may not be representative 

of  the population as a whole. 

With most diary investigations, subjects are asked to provide 

structural features of  the missing target word (number of  sylla- 

bles or first letter) as well as words related to the target. These 

studies also include questions about how the memory block 

was resolved, as well as the class of  words (person's names, 

object nouns, verbs, etc.) that lead to the TOT. A limitation of  

diary research is that the accuracy of  peripheral information 

about the target cannot be verified unless the target word is 

retrieved. Some researchers avoid this difficulty by reporting 

only resolved TOTs (Reason & Lucas, 1984). Reason and Lucas 

suggested that the number o fTOTs, as well as information avail- 

able during the TOT experience, will probably be underre-  

ported with a naturalistic procedure. Although laboratory stud- 
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ies are inefficient because of  the low probability of  TOTs, the 

experimenter can exercise direct control over the types of  infor- 

mation gathered from the subjects. 

In the lab, most researchers depend on "prospecting" (R. 

Brown & McNeiU, 1966), in which the experimenter reads defi- 

nitions of  rare words and subjects either (a) write the target word 

if they know it, (b) write nothing if they do not, or (c) indicate 

that they are in a TOT. When in a TOT, subjects record addi- 

tional information about the target word on a questionnaire 

form. When conducted in a group setting, the experimenter 

usually pauses until TOT subjects have finished filling out the 

questionnaire. 

The information requested concerning the target word gener- 

ally follows R. Brown and McNeill's (1966) model: (a) number of  

syllables (1 to 5), (b) initial letter, (c) words of  similar sound, and 

(d) words of  similar meaning. Subjects in R. Brown and 

McNeiU's study were lead to expect related words to occur: 

"When you are in a TOT state, words that are related to the 

target word do almost always come to mind" (R. Brown & 

McNeill, 1966, p. 327). This instruction bias pervades subse- 

quent studies. Targets recalled before the experimenter reads 

them are written on the questionnaire; for targets not retrieved, 

subjects indicate whether the word read by the experimenter is 

the one they were thinking of. 

Gruneberg et al. (1973) had subjects generate their own TOTS 

by sorting through their memories one category at a time. For 

subjects having difficulty generating TOTs, the experimenter 

supplied additional categories to explore. Although initially 

skeptical about such a task--trying to recall words they could 

not recall--subjects were successful in generating blocks once 

they tried. Another procedural variation had subjects talk 

about anything that came to mind during the TOT (Kohn et al., 

1987). Kohn et al. reasoned that this was a more natural ap- 

proach because TOTs appear to represent a breakdown in spo- 

ken rather than written language. In these oral efforts to resolve 

TOTs, many nonword fragments or phonological units came to 

mind that are difficult to express in a written format. 

Freedman and Landauer's (1966) approach, introduced con- 

currently with R. Brown and McNeill's (1966), did not provide a 

prototype for later research, probably because it was less pre- 

cise than Brown and McNeill's. When subjects could not an- 

swer a general information item, they rated how confident they 

were that they knew the answer. Items rated definitely know it 

were assumed to represent TOTs. Unfortunately, subjects were 

not required to provide any information concerning the TOT, 

making the study of  limited usefulness in this review. 

TOT research has been confined almost exclusively to natu- 

ral category information, but list-learning tasks with artificial 

materials have also elicited TOTs (Ryan, Petty, & Wenzlaff, 

1982; Wearing, 1970). Using a paired-associate list, Ryan et al. 

investigated TOTs at the time of  test by presenting the stimulus 

word alone. When subjects were sure they knew the response 

but were unable to produce it at the moment, they were said to 

be having a TOT. Nearly all of  the subjects (90%) claimed that 

the paired-associate TOTs were similar to those with natural 

materials. This suggests that the use of  artificial materials to 

elicit TOTs should be pursued more seriously. 

TOTs and  Stress 

Some anecdotal evidence suggests that TOTS are more likely 

when persons are under stress. Cohen and Faulkner (1986) 

noted that "several subjects reported that the incidence and 

severity o f  name blocks increased when they were tired, 

stressed, or unwell" (p. 189). Such comments were from older 

subjects, and Cohen and Faulkner suggested that anxiety about 

impending memory failure may precipitate TOTs in older 

adults. Mitchell (1983) found that the subject exhibiting the 

highest number of  TOTs had just attended his aunt's funeral. He 

blocked on 6% of the names of  pictured objects, whereas the 

average for this group was 1% blocks. 

In a direct assessment of  this relationship, Burke et al. (1991) 

had their subjects rate their current worry, excitement, fatigue, 

and sickness (less than usual [1] to more than usual [7]) at the 

time of  each natural TOT. Fatigue was the highest of  the four 

scales but did not vary much from the scalar midpoint of  4 for 

young (4.11), midage (4.76), or older (3.24) subjects. Therefore, 

this outcome does not support a strong relationship between 

arousal and naturally occurring memory blocks. 

Reasoning that the stress usually experienced in association 

with academic examinations may precipitate TOTs, I surveyed 

79 undergraduate psychology majors in advanced level courses 

concerning TOTs during tests. All subjects claimed to experi- 

ence such TOTs at least once a semester, and 41% said they 

experienced them one or more times during each test. Most 

(75%) acknowledged that blocks occurred more often when they 

were "too nervous: Investigating the incidence and resolution 

of  TOTs during examinations could prove fruitful, especially 

because many students claim that test anxiety elicits memory 

blocks for supposedly well-learned information. It may be use- 

ful to routinely evaluate the momentary anxiety level of  sub- 

jects participating in laboratory investigations, as well as the 

stress level preceding TOTs in diary studies. 

T O T  Incidence 

The frequency of  TOTs has been assessed in three different 

ways. First, subjects may provide estimates of  how often they 

think they experience TOTs in daily living. A second technique 

is to have subjects record, in diary form, the TOTs that they 

actually experience. Finally, the incidence of  TOTs is measured 

in laboratory retrieval tasks as a function of  items rather than 

time. 

Self-Report Est imates  

When Reason (1984) asked students to assess how often they 

experienced various memory difficulties, the majority (51%) 

claimed to have TOTs at least weekly, whereas 14% had TOTs 

daily. Reasons sample included undergraduate students who 

are likely to be frequently involved in demanding retrieval 

tasks, so his estimates may be high in relation to the general 

population. Using a sample of  older adults, Sunderland et al. 

(1986) found that the median estimate of  TOT frequency was 
"about once a week,  which corresponds to Reasons outcome. 

Comparing estimates of  TOT frequencies across three age 

groups, Burke et al. (1991) discovered weekly means of  0.76, 
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0.80, and 0.81 for younger, midage, and older-age groups, re- 

spectively Across these studies, it appears reasonable to con- 

clude that self-estimates o f  TOT frequency in adults is approxi- 

mately once a week. 

Incidence Over T ime  

Another technique for estimating TOT frequency is through 

subjects' records o f  their naturally occurring TOTs. For in- 

stance, Sunderland et al. (1986) had participants fill out a behav- 

ioral checklist on memory difficulties every evening for 7 days, 

and this yielded a median o f  2 TOTs per week. Reason and 

Lucas (1984) asked volunteers to record naturally occurring 

TOTs over a 4-week period and discovered an average of  2.3 

TOTs, or about hal fofa  TOT per person per week. They found 

similar results with a second sample: an average of  2.4 TOTs per 

diarist over a 4-week period. This study probably underesti- 

mates the actual TOT frequency for two reasons: (a) Each sub- 

ject was given five TOT forms and told that this was all they 

needed to document, and (b) only resolved TOTs were consid- 

ered, for which the target word was eventually retrieved. 

Two other diary investigations support this speculation that 

Reason and Lucas's estimate of  naturally occurring TOTs is low. 

Burke et al. (1991) (also see Burke et al., 1988) found that the 

mean frequency of  TOTs over a 4-week period was 3.9 for 

younger, 5.4 for midage, and 6.6 for older adults, and Cohen and 

Faulkner (1986) yielded even higher monthly averages of  8.2 for 

younger, 7.9 for midage, and 16.1 for older adults. This substan- 

tial difference cannot be accounted for by Reason and Lucas 

(1984) only counting resolved TOTs. Excluding unresolved 

TOTs from Burke et al's (1991) data reduced the mean TOTs 

only slightly to 3.6 for younger, 5.1 for midage, and 6.4 for older 

adults. A more likely explanation for the lower TOT frequency 

in Reason and Lucas is their artificial ceiling of  5 TOTs because 

the range of  TOTs in Burke et al. (1991) exceeded 5 in each 

group (younger, 1 to 7; midage, 1 to 17; older, 1 to 17). 

These studies suggest that the self-reported naturalistic inci- 

dence of  TOTs is one to two per week for younger subjects and 

two to four each week for older adults. This is probably an 

underestimate of  the actual number of  TOTs experienced. In 

the flow of  everyday living, those TOTs that are resolved quickly 

are likely to be forgotten, as are TOTs that concern trivial infor- 

mation. Also, TOTs that occur when subjects are busy or preoc- 

cupied may be difficult to remember later. It would be helpful 

to know whether subjects become more attuned to remember- 

ing and recording TOTs by noting whether the reported fre- 

quency increases across the diary time span. 

Incidence Over I tems 

A third way of  assessing TOT incidence is in the laboratory, 

by what percentage of  retrieval efforts result in TOTs. R. Brown 

and McNeill's (1966) investigation yielded TOTS on 13% of  re- 

trieval attempts, and these were distributed across most defini- 

tions (48 of49)and  subjects (47 of  56). For 11% of all TOTs, the 

target word recalled was different from that designated by the 

experimenter, and on 35% of  the TOTs the target word was not 

recalled and judged to differ from the designated one. R. 

Brown and McNeill referred to the last set as negative TOTs. 

(They gave a brief report of  a separate pilot investigation that 

also yielded a 13% TOT rate.) Using definitions like R. Brown 

and McNeill's, other studies have yielded TOT rates similar to 

theirs. For instance, Koriat and Lieblich (1974,1975,1977) dis- 

covered that TOTs occurred on I 1% of  retrievals, whereas Yaniv 

and Meyer (1987) noted TOT rates ofl  8% and 15% in two sepa- 

rate experiments. Kozlowski (1977) found TOTs on 15% and 

13% of retrievals in two studies. In a study testing only older 

adults, Finley and Sharp (1989) used trivia questions to elicit 

target words and discovered a relatively high rate of  26% TOTs. 

In the Kozlowski 0977) investigation, negative TOTs were 

excluded so their percentages may underestimate the actual 

incidence of  TOTs. The issue of  whether to include the negative 

TOTs varies across investigations. Unfortunately, the distinc- 

tion between positive and negative TOTs is not even reported in 

some studies. The ambiguity concerning negative TOTs reflects 

some of  the definitional confusion in this area of  investigation: 

Can a subject have a legitimate TOT on a target word not desig- 

nated by the experimenter? Although impossible to score on 

partial recall of  target-word attributes, it seems reasonable to 

include these negative TOTs to gain an accurate indication of  

the overall TOT incidence. Information about the target word 

provided by subjects in negative TOTs may even establish a 

chance baseline against which to compare the accuracy of  tar- 

get-word information in positive TOTs (Kohn et al., 1987). 

Gardiner, Craik, and Bleasdale (1973) discovered that 15% of  

the retrieval efforts resulted in TOTs, but this figure may be 

inflated because they combined items classified in "strong feel- 

ing-of-knowing the word" and"a TOT state" to yield their TOT 

category. Gardiner et al. also reported a pilot investigation in 

which subjects simply stated when they were having a TOT. The 

reported incidence of  8% is probably low because it only repre- 

sents TOTs resolved within 90 s. 

Rubin (1975) used the four words from R. Brown and 

McNeiU (1966) that elicited the highest number of  TOTS. Inter- 

estingly, Rubin found a TOT rate of  10%, comparable to what 

Brown and McNeill found for their entire sample of  words. This 

may suggest that within a certain range of  difficulty, TOT inci- 

dence is related more to the number of  retrieval efforts than to 

the specific type of  information queried. 

Cueing famous names with pictures, Yarmey (1973) found 

TOTs occurred on 14% of retrieval attempts. Similarly, Reason 

and Mycielska (1982) used pictures to cue names of  cinema 

stars but restricted their subject sample to 5 persons who stud- 

ied film celebrities as a hobby. Their data indicate that 7% of  

faces recognized by subjects yielded TOTs (estimated from their 

Figure 6.1). When instructed to rummage through their own 

memory categories, Gruneberg et al. (1973) found that all of  

their subjects experienced TOTS, with a range of  2 to 18 TOTs 

per subject. The first block occurred between 15 and 250 s after 

subjects began their self-directed searches, with a mean onset 

time of  112 s. 

Using an artificial learning task consisting of  consonant- 

vowel-consonant (CVC) pairs, Wearing (1970) had subjects re- 

call responses to stimuli a day after original learning. For re- 

sponses they could not remember, subjects rated their confi- 

dence in eventual recall on a 5-point scale with the endpoint 
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defined as a TOT. Their 3% rate of  TOTs is below that found 

with naturalistic materials, and it is difficult to tell whether this 

is due to the episodic task, the nonsense syllable material, or the 

degree of  initial learning. 

Jones (1989; Jones & Langford, 1987) has conducted experi- 

ments on the TOT experience in which he accompanied each 

cue definition with a prime word resembling the target in sound 

or meaning (or both, or neither). His purpose was to influence 

the number of  TOTs produced, so the results do not yield an 

unbiased estimate of  TOT frequency. Phonologically similar 

prime words led to TOTs on 22% of definitions, whereas phono- 

logically unrelated words elicited TOTs 18% of  the time (Jones & 

Langford, 1987). The latter percentage is a less biased estimate 

of  TOTs because the phonologically related words apparently 

increased TOT frequency. In a follow-up study, Jones (1989) 

reported separate TOT incidences for each condition: similar 

meaning and sound, 12%; similar sound only, 13%; similar 

meaning only, 8%; and no relationship, 7%. The best reflection 

of  the natural incidence of  TOTs is 7%, for which target and 

prime words are unrelated. 

In general, the rate of  TOTs is consistent across investiga- 

tions. With natural stimulus materials, TOT probabilities range 

about 5% in either direction of  R. Brown and McNeilrs (1966) 

original 13%~ When such data are reported, the vast majority of  

both stimuli and subjects yield TOTs. The consistency in the 

percentage of  TOTs across studies varying in the type of  mate- 

rial and target word difficulty is puzzling. It may reflect sub- 

jects' acquiescence to the experimenter's suggestion that TOTs 

will be occasionally experienced, and such demand character- 

istics may be more pronounced when subjects are tested in 

groups and witness others experiencing TOTs. Would instruc- 

tions without explicit reference to TOTs influence TOT proba- 

bility? This consistency may also indicate that across the course 

of  repeated retrievals of  low-frequency information, memory 

search efforts falter a certain proportion of  the time. It also may 

be the case that studies with a low incidence of  TOTs (i.e., 1% to 

2%) are abandoned and never get published. 

As a methodological note, the TOT rates in this review are 

percentages of  total retrieval attempts. Expressing TOTs as a 

percentage of  unsuccessful retrievals might adjust for differ- 

ences in item difficulty across studies, but such information 

was rarely provided in the articles reviewed. It would also be 

useful to know some descriptive statistics on the difficulty level 

of  the items to evaluate to what extent the differences across 

studies are due to the nature of  the item pool. 

D imens ions  o f  the Target Word 

While in a TOT, subjects often experience what appear to be 

fragments of  the target word, or words related to the target. As 

James (1890) noted, 

the rhythm of the lost word may be there without the sound to 
clothe it; or the evanescent sense of something which is the initial 
vowel or consonant may mock us fitfully, without growing more 
distinct. (p. 251) 

Availability of  fragmentary information suggests that the tar- 

get word is activated, though not directly accessible. This may 

reflect the fact that words are stored as a bundle of  attributes 

and that retrieval of  one or more attributes is possible without 

recalling the target. In this section of  the review, the categories 

of  target-word information available during the TOT are dis- 

cussed, followed by an overview of  the types of  target words 

likely to be blocked. Two issues thread their way throughout 

this topic. One involves whether target-word information 

comes to mind spontaneously or is accessed to meet the experi- 

menter's expectations. A second issue is whether target word 

information reflects an access to target-word information or is 

merely a result of  educated guessing. 

Similar Words 

R. Brown and McNeill (1966) instructed subjects that"when 

you are in a TOT state, words that are related to the target word 

do almost always come to mind" (p. 327). It is perhaps not 

surprising that subjects reported many words related to the tar- 

get during TOTs. Whether these are a forced or natural aspect of  

TOTs, they provide useful insights into the type of  target-word 

information available prior to retrieval. 

After generating related words, R. Brown and McNeill's sub- 

jects classified their relationship to the target word as similar in 

sound (SS) or similar in meaning (SM). The majority (70%) 

were SS words, but this may have been due to the emphasis on 

structural information in the questionnaire. Other investiga- 

tions have reported the frequency of  related words during TOTs 

(Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; Reason & Lucas, 1984; Yarmey, 1973) 

but have not provided separate counts of  SS and SM words. 

Some investigators disregard SM words and ask subjects to re- 

port only SS words (Koriat & Lieblich, 1974), although others 

do not differentiate between SS and SM words because the 

distinction is often ambiguous. For example, with the target 

word chastity, is charity an SM or SS word (Burke et al., 1991).9 

Kohn et al. (1987) showed that related words could be divided 

into 20% as SS, 54% as SM, and 25% that were related in both 

sound and meaning (SS-SM hybrids). They also discovered that 

57% of  extraneous words generated by subjects when guessing 

(not in a TOT) were semantically related to the target word, 

which probably represents the subject's ability to extrapolate 

from the definition provided. In summary, the SM-SS distinc- 

tion may be somewhat artificial and should be interpreted 

cautiously. 

Another dimension of  related words is how often they come 

to mind during TOTs. R. Brown and McNeiU (1966) noted the 

total number reported but not how many TOTs were accompa- 

nied by such words (some TOTs yielded more than one related 

word). Subsequent investigations, however, have found that ap- 

proximately half of  TOTs involve related words: 53% (Reason & 
Lucas, 1984), 50% (Cohen & Faulkner, 1986), and 56% (Burke et 

al., 1991). 

In a creative exploration into the role of  related words in the 

TOT experience, Kozlowski (1977) used a poetic analogy. He 

assumed that the rhythm, rhyme, structure, and meaning of  

standard poetic verse leads the reader toward a target word in 

the same manner that an individual uses fragmentary meaning 

and structural information during a TOT to help locate the 

missing target word. Kozlowski reasoned that poets should be 

better able to use partial target information during a TOT be- 

cause they are accustomed to using such cues in decoding po- 
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etry. He played a distorted auditory version of  the target word 

while subjects were in a TOT. This auditory stimulus preserved 

the target word's stress pattern, rhythm, number of  syllables, 

some tonal information, and "sounded as if a man was speak- 

ing through a pillow" (p. 478). The poets expressed a greater 

awareness of  the helpfulness of  the auditory cue, although there 

was no difference between poets and nonpoets in the likelihood 

of  resolving TOTs after hearing this cue. The poets were more 

introspective than nonpoets, but their poetic experience did not 

translate into greater retrieval success. 

First Letter 

Of the information available during TOTs, none has garnered 

more attention than the first letter of  the target word. Subjects' 

high degree of  accuracy in guessing the first letter has suggested 

an orthographic organization to long-term memory (R. Brown 

& McNeill, 1966; Collins & Loftus, 1975). This speculation is 

supported by the efficacy of  experimenter-provided (Freedman 

& Landauer, 1966; Gruneberg & Monks, 1974) and subject-gen- 

erated (Gruneberg, 1978; Reason & Lucas, 1984) first-letter 

cues in accessing blocked TOT targets. Popularized accounts of  

TOTs use this fact to indicate that the target word is "just out of  

reach" An informal survey of  memory-cognit ion texts (re- 

ferred to earlier in this review) revealed that the majority (61%) 

comment on the ready availability of  the first letter of  the target 

word during TOTs. 
Subjects are correct in their first-letter guesses between 56 to 

71% of  the time: 50% (Rubin, 1975), 51% (R. Brown & McNeill, 

1966, pilot study), 57% (R. Brown & McNeill, 1966, main 

study), 59% (Yarmey, 1973, famous persons' last names), 68% 

(Yarmey, 1973, famous persons' first names), and 71% (Koriat 

& Lieblich, 1974). Although these percentages seem impressive, 

it is important to consider chance guessing probabilities. All 

letters are not equally probable at the beginning of  words, so a 

simple chance baseline (1 in 26) is inadequate. To establish a 

control comparison, Koriat and Lieblich (1974) told subjects to 

guess the first letter of  the target while in a "don't-know" state. 

The guesses were correct only 10% of the time, considerably less 

than the percentages just listed. 

Koriat and Lieblich (1974) suggested that letter-guessing ac- 

curacy may be partially attributed to knowledge about the popu- 

lation of  words from which the targets have been drawn rather 

than knowledge of  a particular target word. To illustrate their 

concern, they required subjects to generate 10 common and 10 

uncommon words. The first-letter frequencies of  TOT target 

guesses were more highly correlated with first-letter frequencies 

of  the uncommon than the common word pool. Thus, it ap- 

pears that a portion of  the subjects' successful guesses during 

TOTs may be attributed to general knowledge about uncom- 

mon words. 
Another measure of  first-letter accuracy has been derived 

from SS words. Of SS words generated in a TOT, what percent- 
age match the target on first letter? This derived analysis yields 

a correspondence rate similar to that found with direct guesses: 

49% (R. Brown & McNeiU, 1966), 58% (Browman, 1978), 77% 

(Yarmey, 1973, famous person's last names), and 83% (Yarmey, 

1973, famous person's first names). 

Beyond first letter matches, how often does the first sound of  

the related words correspond to the target? Burke et al. (1991) 

discovered that the initial phoneme of  related words matched 

the initial phoneme of  the target 36% of  the time, in contrast to 

a chance rate of  6% resulting from randomly matching related 

words to targets. Examining oral free associations during TOTs, 

Kohn et al. (1987) noted that 45% of  all word fragments gener- 

ated during TOTs matched the initial phoneme of  the target 

word, which was greater than the 9% match rate when subjects 

were guessing. 

In summary, subjects appear to be aware of  the first letter or 

sound (phoneme) of  the missing target word. This is evident 

from direct guesses as well as in words resembling the target in 

sound. General knowledge of  the distribution probabilities of  

first letters in words may account for some correct guesses, but 

the accuracy rates appear to be consistently higher than chance. 

Additional Letter Positions 

The first letter of  the target word has received considerable 

scrutiny because it is spontaneously reported more often than 

the others during TOTs (Lovelace, 1987). However, several stud- 

ies have assessed subjects' knowledge of  additional letters of  the 

target word. R. Brown and McNeill (1966) inferred knowledge 

of  noninitial letters from SS words generated during TOTs. 

They evaluated how often letters in each of  the first three posi- 

tions and last three positions of  SS words duplicated letters in 

the same positions of  the target word, considering only target 

words at least six letters long. A chance control comparison 

involved the percentage of  letter position matches between SM 

and target words. This orthographic overlap of  SS words to the 

targets is higher than for SM words in all positions except for the 

third from the last. The match is highest for the first part of  the 

word, intermediate for the last part, and lowest for the middle, 

resulting in a U-shaped serial position function. 

Rubin (1975) investigated whether subjects in a TOT have 

direct knowledge of  letters other than the first one by having 

them generate letters from the missing target and place dashes 

to indicate missing letters. Rubin did not report the total num- 

ber of  letters correctly placed but presented a conditional analy- 

sis whereby a letter was only counted correct if the one preced- 

ing it was also correct. He did this analysis both in the left-to- 

right (forward) and the right-to-left (reverse) directions. This 

analysis only allowed a direct assessment of  the percentage of  

first (50%) and last (31%) letter correspondences, because proba- 

bilities for other letter positions were dependent on getting the 

first (or last) letter correct. 

Rubin (1975) concluded that letters other than the first one 

are directly available in a TOT and that these letters are likely to 

be emitted in clusters corresponding to morphemes rather than 

syllables. The last-letter congruence was less than that found by 

R. Brown and McNeill (1966) for SS words, but this may be due 

to Rubin's restricted sample that consisted of  the four words 

yielding the highest number of  TOTs in R. Brown and McNeill's 

study: sampan, philatelist, Ebenezer, and ambergris. 

Koriat and Lieblich (1974) extended the R. Brown and 

McNeiU (1966) technique by asking subjects to guess last and 

middle letters of  the target word (as well as the first) while in a 

TOT. They did not report middle letter matches, perhaps be- 

cause their frequency was too low. Final-letter guesses were 
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correct 69% of the time, which was above a 17% chance rate for 

subjects in a don't-know state. Koriat and Lieblich (1975) reana- 

lyzed the data from their earlier study (Koriat & Lieblich, 1974) 

using R. Brown and McNeill's technique to determine letter 

position overlap between SS words and corresponding targets. 

SS words correspond to the target word in five out of  six letter 

positions, similar to the findings of  Brown and McNeill, but 

their outcome differs from R. Brown and McNeill's in that the 

SS words match letters at the end of  the target more often than 

those at the beginning. 

Koriat and Lieblich (1975) statistically removed the chance 

overlap probabilities for each letter position by superimposing 

the entire set of  target words on the entire group of  SS words. 

With this adjustment, the SS words match the target words in 

all six letter positions. Furthermore, the first letter correspon- 

dence was greater than the other five positions, with no differ- 

ence among the remaining five. On the basis of  this outcome, 

they emphasized that their uncorrected matches (Koriat & 

Lieblich, 1974), as well as R. Brown and McNeill's (1966), are 

inflated for later positions because all words overlap more often 

by chance in their endings. Kohn et al. (1987) confirmed this 

observation. Taking words generated by subjects in a non-TOT 

(guess) state, the letters matched the end of  the target about a 

third of  the time and the initial portion on about 5% of  the 

occasions. 

In general, subjects in a TOT appear to have a moderate 

degree of  awareness of  the last letter, although this is less pro- 

nounced than first-letter knowledge. Subjects also seem to have 

some appreciation of  the middle letters in the target, although 

this is considerably less than knowledge of  the first and last 

letters. 

Number of Syllables 

Of all types of  target word structural information, Lovelace 

(I 987) discovered that the number of  syllables was most likely to 

come to mind spontaneously during a TOT. R. Brown and 

McNeill (1966) directed their subjects to guess how many sylla- 

bles were in the missing target word, using categories of  one to 

five. Subjects were correct in 60% of  their guesses in the main 

study and 47% in a pilot investigation. A separate analysis of  

targets of  one through five syllables in length (from their main 

study) yielded syllabic guess accuracies of  53%, 67%, 65%, 27%, 

and 25%, respectively. 

Koriat and Lieblich (1974) found that subjects were accurate 

on 80% of syllabic number estimates, and separate analyses on 

target words one through four syllables long resulted in accura- 

cies of  74%, 91%, 78%, and 62%, respectively. This pattern was 
similar to R. Brown and McNeill's (1966), with the highest accu- 

racy on two-syllable words and a decline in both directions 

from that category. Koriat and Lieblich's subjects may have 

been more accurate than R. Brown and McNeill's because they 

were not biased by an atypically high endpoint (5). Koriat and 

Lieblich cautioned against overinterpreting these data, because 

correct guesses in the don't-know state were also moderately 

high (38%). Thus, much of  the accuracy can be attributed to 

guessing strategies. 
Yarmey (1973) also found subjects to be highly accurate in 

syllabic length guesses, correctly estimating 73% of first names 

and 79% of  last names of  famous persons. However, these fig- 

ures become less impressive when one considers that most 

proper names are one or two syllables long. Rubin (1975) also 

asked subjects to guess the number of  syllables in the target and 

reported that "two thirds" of  the guesses were correct (exact 

percentage not provided). 

The number of  syllables in the target word can also be in- 

ferred from SS words. These matched the targets on 48% of  

occasions in R. Brown and McNeill's (1966) investigation, 

which contrasts sharply with the 20% correspondence for SM 

words. Burke et al. (1991) noted that 43% of  all words generated 

(SS and SM) during naturally occurring TOTs corresponded to 

the intended target in syllabic length, and Yarmey (1973) discov- 

ered a high rate of  syllabic matches between SS names and 

targets: 83% for first names and 77% for last names. 

Although information regarding number of  syllables in the 

target word appears to be available to subjects in a TOT, chance 

guessing probabilities are high because of  the narrow range of  

syllabic choices. Subjects are also aided in their estimates by 

simply knowing the general class of  the target word. As Koriat 

and Lieblich (1974) pointed out, a medical term is more likely 

to be four syllables long than two, whereas an animal name is 

more likely to be two syllables than four. 

Syllabic Stress 

No TOT investigator has requested that subjects assess the 

syllabic stress of  the missing target word, but this information 

has been inferred from SS words produced in a TOT. R. Brown 

and McNeill (1966) restricted their syllabic stress analysis to a 

small subset of  TOTs (22%) with multisyllable targets and SS 

words that match the number of  syllables in the target. The 

overall correspondence was relatively high at 76%. Of those tar- 

gets with a stress on the first syllable, 81% of  the SS words 

generated had a similar stress; of  targets with a stress on the 

second syllable, 67% had the same pattern. 

Combining data from R, Brown and McNeill's (1966) study 

and his own, Rubin (1975) examined syllabic stress accuracy as 

it related to accuracies in guessing the first or last letter of  the 

target. Of 7 SS words that matched the target on number of  

syllables and first letter, only 3 had the same stress pattern. In 

contrast, of  13 SS words matching number of  syllables and last 

letter, 12 had the same stress pattern. Rubin proposed that an 

appreciation of  syllabic stress is related to knowledge of  the last, 

rather than the first, part of  the missing target word. However, 

speculations based on a sample of  only 20 SS words must be 

viewed with considerable caution. 

In general, evidence for syllabic stress matches is meager and 

inflated by subjects' appreciation of  natural linguistic probabili- 

ties. 

Target-Word Activation 

The fact that target-word information is available during a 

TOT strongly suggests that the target is in a state of  partial 
activation. A more direct evaluation of  target-word activation 

has involved both lexical decision and perceptual identification 

tests on the unretrieved TOT target word. 

Yaniv and Meyer (1987) demonstrated that when subjects are 
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in a TOT, their latency to subsequently identify the target word 

is reduced despite their inability to recall it. In their study, each 

block of  trials consisted of  two parts. A target word was first 

cued with a definition, and this was immediately followed by six 

lexical decision trials, which always included the target on one 

of  the trials. When subjects in a TOT failed to retrieve the target 

word, their subsequent lexical decision to the target was faster 

than to a control word. Thus, it appears that a TOT may reflect 

• an activation of  the target word in the absence of  retrieval. This 

activation persists up to several minutes and was also evident in 

subsequent recognition decision latencies. 

Using a different approach to assess TOT target word activa- 

tion, Naito and Komatsu (1989) used a perceptual identifica- 

tion task following the definition cue task. They found no dif- 

ference in the identification probability for TOT, don't-know, 

and new words. Unfortunately, a substantial amount of  time 

intervened between the initial target word block and the identi- 

fication task. They waited until after all 50 definitions were 

attempted and then inserted a 2-min distractor task. Therefore, 

5 to 10 rain may have elapsed between the initial retrieval task 

and perceptual identification, making it possible that the target 

word activation had dissipated. 

Target-Word Familiarity 

These last two sections consider the objective frequency and 

categorical membership of  the TOT target words. TOT proba- 

bility traditionally has been assumed to be inversely related to 

normative frequency of  the targets. "The words which induce 

tip-of-the-tongue states in us are, of  course, the words we use 

but rarely in our everyday lives" (Ellis, 1985, p. 123). Such an 

assumption motivated R. Brown and McNeill (1966) to select 

target words with objective frequencies less than one per mil- 

lion but greater than one in four million (Thorndike & Lorge, 

1944), and most investigators have been guided by this logic. 

Some research, however, questions the validity of  this assump- 
tion. 

For instance, Yaniv and Meyer (1987) found TOT rates higher 

than R. Brown and McNeill's (1966), even though they used 

higher frequency targets. When subjects assess the familiarity 

of  retrieved targets, the outcomes consistently indicate a high 

level of  familiarity with the target word. Reason and Lucas 

(1984) discovered that after being retrieved, more TOT targets 

were rated very familiar (39%) than either moderately familiar 
(35%) or slightly familiar (27%). Similarly, Cohen and Faulkner 

(1986) found that retrieved targets were rated wellknown 71% of  

the time and not very well known only 29% of  the time, and 

subjects claimed to have had no trouble with recall prior to the 

TOT for 62% of  the targets. Finally, Burke et al's (1991) subjects 

rated target words as above average on a scale of very unfamiliar 
to very familiar. In these investigations of  naturally occurring 

TOTs, most target words appear to be ones with which subjects 

are reasonably familiar. This suggests that TOTs may not be 

restricted to only the low ranges of  target-word objective fre- 

quency. There are probably points on the frequency-familiarity 

dimensions above and below which TOTs are unlikely to occur, 

and it would be helpful to determine these boundaries. This 

could be accomplished by correlating TOT frequency with ob- 

jective target-word frequency across items in laboratory investi- 
gations. 

Target-Word Categories 

No comparison of  different TOT-evoking potentials o f  

various target-word categories has been made in the laboratory, 

but this question has been evaluated in diary research. Grune- 

berg et al. (1973) found that the majority of  blocks were on the 

names of  personal acquaintances (40%), followed by geographi- 

cal terms (26%), political terms (16%), and other (18%). The high 

incidence of  TOTs on persons' names (66%) was confirmed by 

Burke et al. (1991), and this category broke down into personal 

acquaintances (28%), famous persons (19%), places (12%), and 

movies, television, and books (8%). The remaining TOTs were 

object names (12%) and abstract words (21%). 

This propensity to block on proper nouns was also supported 

by Browman (1978). In a catalogue of  TOTs experienced by 

herself and others, 50% were proper nouns, 25% were object 

names and abstract nouns, 14% were adjectives, and 9% were 

verbs. Cohen and Faulkner (1986) also found that the names of  

friends and acquaintances accounted for 69% of TOTs, and the 

names of  famous persons precipitated another 17% of  the 

blocks. The remaining TOTs were place names (7%) and "other" 

(8%). Cohen and Faulkner's data are biased because they in- 

structed subjects to record details of  name blocks, but their 

results still illustrate how many blocks are stimulated by famil- 
iar persons. 

These investigations demonstrate that most naturally occur- 

ring TOTs arise from blocking on the names of  friends, acquain- 

tances, or proper names. Of course, this may simply be a reflec- 

tion of  how often these classes of  information arc accessed in 

daily routines. If  TOTs are adjusted for the total number of  

retrievals of  that particular word class, this may eliminate these 

apparent differences. Name TOTs may also be overreported 

because of  their specificity. Blocks that occur with other catego- 

ries of  words may be readily sidestepped (and forgotten) by 

substituting a synonym. For instance, when a block occurs on 

the word acrimonious during routine conversation, one can 

quickly change to caustic and continue with hardly a distur- 

bance in the discussion. In contrast, there is only one label that 

can be used for a particular person (Thomas Jefferson), place 

(Shanghai), or event (Thanksgiving). The name block com- 

mands more attention than the adjective block and is therefore 
more likely to be remembered later. 

A systematic comparison of  various categories within a labo- 

ratory study would be helpful in evaluating the differences re- 

ported in these anecdotal studies. A continuous generation 

procedure could be used, in which subjects retrieve items from 

a certain category until a TOT arises or the contents are ex- 

hausted (Gruneberg et al., 1973; Meyer & Hilterbrand, 1984). 

Immedia t e  Resolut ion 

The "fate" of  TOTs will be addressed in the next two sections, 

including the likelihood of  target-word recovery and techniques 

used to accomplish this. Resolutions arc first examined within 

the "immediate" time frame, while the TOT experience is still 
active in consciousness. This usually spans several seconds to 
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several minutes after the initial block. A TOT may also be re- 

solved minutes, hours, or days after the TOT has left conscious 

awareness. These "delayed" resolutions will be addressed in the 

next section. 

R. Brown and McNeill (1966) found that 41% of  the target 

words were recovered while subjects were filling out the TOT 

questionnaire, which is probably within a minute or two of  the 

initial blocking. Similar short-range recovery rates were also 

noted by Koriat and Lieblich (1974; 41%) and Mitchell (1983; 

42%) while subjects were answering questionnaires about the 

block. Gardiner et al. (1973) noted that 40% of  missing targets 

were successfully retrieved between 15 and 60 s, and Finley and 

Sharp (1989) found that 48% of  TOTs were resolved within 3 

min by older adults. Yarmey (1973) provided resolution proba- 

bilities, but only on a subsample of  TOTs in which subjects had 

guessed the famous person's "profession" or "last place seen." 

Of those TOTs, 59% were resolved within a minute or two. This 

may be an overestimate, however, because TOTs in which extra- 

neous information is available may be relatively closer to resolu- 

tion than those for which such information is not available. 

Gruneberg et al. (1973) tape recorded subjects' commentary 

on their memory search and found that 66% of  the TOTs were 

resolved within the session, with a median time between block 

and retrieval of  17 s. About a third of  the TOTs (36%) were 

resolved within 10 s, half by 20 s (54%), and three quarters by 40 

s (77%). Subjects did persist, albeit at a declining rate, beyond 90 

s (also see Gruneberg & Sykes, 1978, for additional comments). 

Gruneberg et al. (1973) also examined how long subjects are 

willing to work at nonresolved TOTs before giving up. The me- 

dian is 74 s, suggesting that subjects show remarkable persis- 

tence in the pursuit of  an unavailable word. In fact, over a third 

of  the unsuccessful searches (34%) were maintained past a min- 

ute and a half. 

Using artificial materials (CVCs), Ryan et al. (1982) had sub- 

jects learn a list of  paired associates and then tested them on 

response recall. Study time on the stimulus-response pairs dur- 

ing learning did not influence the TOT probability during later 

response recall, but it did affect the probability of  response 

recovery when TOTs did occur. During a 20-s test interval, 

there were 8%, 10%, and 16% responses recovered during TOTs 

from pairs in the 3-, 5-, and 7-s study conditions. 

Finally, one diary investigation (Burke et al., 1991) required 

subjects to log how long it took to resolve TOTs. The range of  

times spanned several seconds to several days. Burke et al. pre- 

sented a cumulative frequency distribution that indicates a re- 

covery plateau at 1 to 2 min following the TOT. Assuming that 

this represents the break between immediate and delayed reso- 

lution (see Gruneberg et al., 1973), Burke et al. found an imme- 

diate resolution rate of  about 30% for younger and midage 

adults, and 18% for older adults (estimates from Figure I of  their 

study). 

In summary, the probability that a target will be retrieved 

within a minute or two of  the TOT varies around 50% in labora- 

tory investigations. In addition, subjects appear willing to per- 

sist in retrieval efforts for several minutes. Recovery times are 

positively skewed, and artificial materials yield a lower recov- 

ery rate than natural materials. Naturally occurring TOTs seem 

to result in a lower immediate recovery rate of  between 20 and 

30%, although these data are less precise because they depend 

on retrospective self-reports. 

"Levels" of TOT 

R. Brown and McNeill (1966) made a distinction between 

two levels of  TOTs: a "nearer" TOT in which the target word 

was recalled during the TOT, and a "farther" TOT when the 

target was not produced before the experimenter provided it. 

This labeling was intended to reflect that subjects provide more 

accurate target-word information in nearer, in comparison with 

farther, TOTs. For example, 62% of  first-letter guesses were 

correct in nearer TOTs, and 42% were accurate in farther TOTs. 

Koriat and Lieblich (1974) also discovered that subjects were 

more accurate across several measures in assessing target-word 

attributes when in a nearer TOT. Correct percentages during 

nearer versus farther TOTs, respectively, were as follows: first 

letter, 79% versus 35%; last letter, 53% versus 47%; and number 

of  syllables, 92% versus 65%. Similarly, Kohn et al. (1987) found 

differences on the percentage of  oral responses that were lexi- 

cally appropriate words (82% vs. 76%), correct syllabic matches 

between target and generated words (35% vs. 20%), phonologi- 

cal correspondence of  generated fragments to target (80% vs. 

48%), matches of  root morphemes of  related words to targets 

(52% vs. 29%), and matches of  root morphemes of  fragments to 

targets (46% vs. 16%; nearer vs. farther TOTs, respectively). 

Yarmey (1973) noted that correct assessments of  a famous 

person's "profession" (97% vs. 91%) and "place last seen" (98% 

vs. 95%) during TOTs differed between nearer and farther 

TOTs, respectively. These differences are in the direction con- 

sistent with the other investigations, but ceiling effects reduce 

the magnitude and interpretability of  these differences. 

These studies indicate that the information provided by sub- 

jects is more accurate when they are in nearer TOTs than when 

they are in farther TOTs, but a causal interpretation remains 

ambiguous. When subjects happen to retrieve accurate partial 

information, it may push them closer to the target word. On the 

other hand, being closer to retrieving the target word may make 

accurate information more accessible. 

Search Strategy 

Subjects can apparently access a variety of  dimensions about 

the target word during the TOT, but is there a particular order 

in which this information comes to mind? Yarmey (1973) asked 

subjects to record the order in which they filled out the TOT 

questionnaire items. In searching for famous names, subjects 

tended to first scan general, nonverbal categories before access- 

ing specific structural information. They initially tried to iden- 

tify the individual's profession, then the place where they last 

saw the person, followed by the last t ime they saw the person. 

Finally, subjects a t tempted to identify the structure o f  the 

name- -number  of  syllables, first letter of  the name, and so 

forth. It is difficult, however, to determine to what degree this 

search strategy was consciously directed by the subject or to 

what degree it reflects how information naturally comes to 

mind as a by-product of  the TOT state. Also, it is unclear how 
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this pattern would generalize to other types of  target-word cate- 

gories. 

Search Effort 

Introspectively, the TOT is a mentally demanding activity. 

One is consumed with the search for the missing target word, to 

the exclusion of  other mental processes. Is there evidence to 

support this apparent effortfulness? Ryan et al. (1982) used a 

secondary task to measure processing capacity allocated to the 

TOT resolution. After studying paired associates, subjects were 

tested for response recall. On each trial, the subject indicated 

whether the response was (a) known and available, (b) known 

but temporarily inaccessible (TOT), or (c) not known (DK). 

This evaluation was immediately followed by a 20-s digit probe 

task, after which subjects attempted to recall the response. Per- 

formance on the digit probe task was significantly worse after 

subjects claimed to be in a TOT, in comparison with a DK 

state. Ryan et al. argued that a TOT creates an attention-de- 

manding situation and that "attentional capacity that is denied 

the number-probe task during 'TOT'  trials is reaUocated to co- 

vert retrieval efforts" (p. 144). 

The difference between the TOT and DK trials, however, 

could be accounted for by rehearsal rather than subconscious 

retrieval effort. If  TOTs were resolved during the 20-s interval, 

then subjects may have done poorly on the secondary task be- 

cause they were holding the just-retrieved target in short-term 

memory. To test this, Ryan et al. compared number probe accu- 

racy on TOT trials in which the target was produced versus was 

not produced after the distractor task. They found no differ- 

ence in performance and concluded that the diminished atten- 

tional capacity is more likely due to subconscious retrieval ef- 

forts than differential rehearsal. 

Memory for Recalled TOT Targets 

What is the fate of  target words that have been blocked? Are 

they more likely or less likely to be remembered in comparison 

with targets that were not blocked? Gardiner et al. (1973) inves- 

tigated the relationship between the initial difficulty of  word 

retrieval, defined by recall latency, and the probability of  re- 

membering the item on a subsequent recall test. A pilot study 

revealed that targets that took longer to generate were better 

remembered on a later test. However, when TOT items were 

excluded from the analysis, the relationship between initial re- 

trieval t ime and subsequent recall probability was reduced. 

This pre l iminary  finding motivated their  main study, in 

which they found that target words initially retrieved within 0 

to 15 s were later recalled at a lower rate (27%) than those re- 

trieved between 15 to 60 s (47%). However, when these longer 

retrievals were separated into TOT and non-TOT types, the 

recall probability for non-TOT items was the same as items 

retrieved under 15 s (27%), whereas the recall of  TOT items was 

much higher (59%). Apparently, evoking a TOT, rather than 

retrieval time per se, was the key factor determining higher 

recall. Even when the target word was supplied by the experi- 

menter, the difference was found: Eventual recall was 36% for 

non-TOT items and 49% for TOT items. 

This effect may be due to the heightened attention a TOT 

target receives when it is eventually retrieved or provided. It is 

also possible that during the TOT, some of  the target word's 

attributes are activated (first letter, syllabic composition, etc.), 

which leads to a richer episodic memory trace. Gardiner et al. 

(1973) acknowledged that it is impossible to test these explana- 

tions within the confines of  their particular paradigm. 

De layed  Reso lu t ion  

After the TOT experience has dissipated, the target word 

may be recovered from several minutes to several days after the 

original block. These recoveries are usually assessed through 

d iary  records, recontacting subjects, or presenting memory  

cues again at a later time. 

Gaining a clear picture of  the probability that a TOT will 

eventually be resolved is difficult because time intervals, mea- 

surement procedures, and data reporting vary from study to 

study. When subjects trace their  naturally occurr ing TOTs, 

Burke et al. (1991) discovered that nearly all (96%) were re- 

solved. Cohen and Faulkner (1986) found that over a third (38%) 

of  the TOTs were resolved within an hour, with some resolved 

several days later. Although "most" targets were eventually re- 

called, Cohen and Faulkner did not provide specific percent- 

ages. In laboratory investigations, Read and Bruce (1982) found 

that 74% of  the TOT targets not recovered during the lab ses- 

sion were retrieved in the 2 days intervening between sessions. 

Examining a smaller t ime span, Gruneberg et al. (1973) noted 

that 6% of  TOTs were resolved within 4 hr. In summary, sub- 

stantial proportion of  blocked target words appear to be recov- 

ered after the TOT experience, but the time course of  this recov- 

ery or total number resolved is difficult to glean from these 

studies. 

Another  aspect of  target-word recovery is the manner  in 

which they come to mind: conscious search effort, inadvertent 

environmental cuing, and spontaneous retrieval. A lively de- 

bate in the TOT literature centers on the possibility of  spontane- 

ous target retrievals, or pop-ups (Reason & Lucas, 1984). Folk 

wisdom suggests that after a nonresolved TOT, the target word 

often will unexpectedly come to mind at a later time, when 

one's attention is diverted elsewhere. Wood (1983) suggested 

that "the name just pops into awareness, sometimes immedi-  

ately and at other t imes after minutes, hours, days, or even 

weeks" (p. 10), and Hintzman (1978) proposed that "sometimes 

the answer seems to come to us spontaneously, after some 'incu- 

bation'  t ime" (p. 307). Reason and Mycielska 0982)  com- 

mented that "two of  us were struggling to recall the name of  

Andre Previn . . . .  The TOT state continued for hours until the 

target popped up of  its own accord" (p. 123). Finally, Norman 

and Bobrow (1976) described an experience in which one of  

them tried several techniques to coax a missing word to mind, 

and then gave up. The word finally popped up 

1 hour and 39 minutes after the start of the recall attempt. The 
word came without hesitation. There was no doubt that it was 
correct. For the hour prior to the solution, there was no recollec- 
tion of thought on the topic. (p. 116) 

Research has evaluated the issue of  delayed TOT resolution, 

including pop-ups. Gruneberg et al. (1973) contacted their sub- 
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jects between 2 and 9 hr (M = 4.3 hr) after participating in a 

TOT experiment.  All  subjects had experienced unresolved 

TOTs during the experimental session. Four of  18 subjects re- 

ported resolving one TOT, accounting for 6% of  their unre- 

solved retrievals. All  recoveries were a result o f  conscious 

search efforts. Gruneberg et al. recued subjects on the originally 

blocked targets, and over a fifth (22%) were resolved by this 

second effort. These were resolved much faster than first-ses- 

sion recoveries. Nearly half (47%) were retrieved within 10 s of  

the second inquiry, whereas about a third were resolved this 

quickly on the first try. No second-try resolutions took longer 

than 90 s, in comparison with 11% of  the first-session recover- 

ies. Of course, these shortened solution times may reflect de- 

creased motivation to search for the same elusive target words a 

second time. 

In a more ambitious effort to track the fate of  blocked target 

words, Read and Bruce's (1982) subjects participated in I 1 test 

sessions spanning 19 days. Entertainers' names were cued either 

verbally or pictorially. Subjects were presented one type of  cue 

until either a block occurred or 10 different cues had been pre- 

sented, and then were switched to the other cue type. At the 

start of  each session after the first, subjects described any tar- 

get-word recoveries that had occurred between sessions. If  a 

TOT had not been resolved, the subject was recued with either 

the same or the other type of  cue (visual or verbal) mixed in with 

new target cues. 

Of the resolutions, 61% were due to conscious mental efforts, 

13% to external environmental clues (i.e., seeing the name in the 

newspaper), and 5% to cues provided in a subsequent labora- 

tory session. About one fifth (21%) of  the TOTs were never 

resolved. Read and Bruce (1982) found that the most common 

self-resolution strategies involve partial structural information 

(name length, sounds, or letters), followed by contextual infor- 

mation such as a person's profession, ethnic origin, or spouse's 

name. Visual and auditory mental images of  the person's face, 

voice, or gestures were also used in an attempt to find the miss- 

ing name, as was sorting through the category of  names similar 

to the target person's. Few targets emerged spontaneously (3%). 

Read and Bruce (1982) also reported an unpublished study with 

a comparably low percentage of  pop-ups (5%). They acknowl- 

edged that spontaneous retrievals may happen, but the actual 

incidence is overestimated because such retrievals are surpris- 

ing and make a distinct imprint on memory. 

Pop-ups may also be overestimated if the triggering memory 

event is quickly forgotten. As a series of  thoughts and sensations 

pass through the mind during normal waking consciousness, a 

particular event may trigger the missing information but be- 

come quickly lost in the elation over the target-word recovery. 

An overt version of  this inadvertent triggering was reported by 

Bolinger (1961), in which a subject blocked on the name of  AI 

Capone's heroine. Several days later, while cycling, he mused to 

himself how beautiful it is to ride in the long "days in May," at 

which point the missing target immediately came to mind (Dai- 

sey Mac). Therefore, some of  the incidence of  pop-ups may be 

accounted for by forgotten cues. 

Several naturalistic, diary investigations have yielded sub- 

stantial rates of  pop-ups. Reason and Lucas (1984) discovered 

that nearly a third (32%) of  the blocked target words come to 

mind spontaneously. Other TOTs were resolved by internal strat- 

egies (searching the alphabet or generating similar words), and 

external techniques (asking others or consulting an encyclope- 

dia). Subjects also recorded the number of  separate searches 

needed to retrieve the target word, and over half (55%) required 

only a single search. 

In another diary study, Burke et al. (1991) discovered that 

most TOTs (54%) were resolved by pop-ups, with fewer resolved 

by a directed memory search and consulting books or other 

persons. Younger adults are more likely to engage in active re- 

trieval strategies, whereas older adults are more passive and 

reported a larger percentage of  pop-ups. Burke et al. suggested 

that older adults appear more confident about the likelihood of  

spontaneous retrieval than are younger adults. 

In a more detailed analysis of  the self-reported resolution 

times, Burke et al. (1991) found a linear relationship between 

the cumulative frequency of  resolution and log time up to about 

2 days, when nearly all TOTs had been resolved. Burke et al. 

found that mean resolution times varied as a function of  the 

method used, with pop-ups taking the longest time, consulting 

external sources next longest, and direct memory searches the 

least time. TOTs in which related words occurred took reliably 

longer to resolve than ones in which no related word occurred. 

In another naturalist ic d iary  investigation, Cohen and 

Faulkner (1986) discovered that 26% of  TOT targets were recov- 

ered by mental search efforts, 22% by external aids, and 17% 

through pop-ups (34% were unclassified). The resolution per- 

centages for active searches (mental and external) were compara- 

ble to those found by Burke et air whereas the likelihood of  

pop-ups was much lower. 

Norman and Bobrow (I 976) provided a possible resolution to 

the conflicting data on the likelihood of pop-ups. They sug- 

gested that both lower (perceptual) and higher (problem solv- 

ing) levels of cognition can operate subconsciously through the 

activation of schemas. However, each process needs a driving 

force. For the lower systems, sensory input can provide the 

impetus, but the higher level operations need a period of con- 

centrated effort to initiate the process. Therefore, a precondi- 

tion for a subsequent pop-up is a period during which the sub- 

ject concentrates on the missing word, recalling possible attri- 

butes and related words. Without this initial energizing, the 

subconscious process will not maintain itself. 

This interpretation may help to resolve the discrepant find- 

ings with respect to pop-ups following the TOT experience. 

Investigations reporting higher rates of spontaneous recovery 

(Burke et al., 199 I; Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; Reason & Lucas, 

1984) have examined naturally occurring TOTs, whereas those 

with the smallest recovery rates (Gruneberg et al., 1973; Read & 

Bruce, 1982) have focused on artificially induced TOTs. Per- 

haps the subjects' level of motivation and involvement in their 

self-generated memory blocks is much greater, resulting in a 

higher energizing of the subconscious search process not dupli- 

cated by artificial laboratory tasks. 

Etio logy 

An intriguing aspect of  the TOT is the initial memory "trip 

u p ;  which propels one into a state of  suspended retrieval. Rea- 

son and Mycielska (1982) suggested that minor  perturbations of  

attention caused by distraction or preoccupation result in re- 
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trieval "hiccups:' On most occasions, the word is quickly recov- 

ered and the person barely notices the memory lapse, or micro- 

TOT state. Sometimes, however, these attentional blips lead the 

retrieval process to stall, demanding full conscious attention 

and resulting in a full-blown TOT. Such speculation is colorful 

but difficult to empirically verify. 

Speculations on the cause of  the TOT experience have cen- 

tered around two positions: incomplete activation and block- 

ing. With the incomplete activation viewpoint, the TOT repre- 

sents a normal word-search process that has been drastically 

slowed. The word-finding activity is on course but becomes 

stuck in the vicinity of  the target because of  insufficient target- 

word information. In contrast, the blocking perspective sug- 

gests that the TOT represents a memory search that has be- 

come sidetracked in the wrong memory location. 

Incomplete Activation 

Under the incomplete-activation interpretation of  the TOT, 

successful word retrieval requires an aggregation of  informa- 

tion from various sources and requires that on occasion these 

sources may be insufficient to exceed the threshold for retrieval. 

This position was advocated by R. Brown and McNeill (1966), 

who used a computer punch card analogy to illustrate their 

viewpoint. A definition or cue directs the subject's attention 

toward a card on which the target word should be written. On 

some occasions, the word entry is incomplete or indistinct (i.e., 

only the first and last letters appear on it) but can still guide a 

second search based on this fragmentary information. The sec- 

ond retrieval accesses a batch of  related words sharing these 

same fragmentary characteristics. For instance, if the target 

word is sextant, the subject may first locate an incomplete card 

containing"se---tY Using this information, the subject reenters 

the lexicon to retrieve words such as secant or sextet. This sec- 

ond search effort, primed by the partial information, acts to 

clarify the faint entry on the original card "the way heat brings 

out anything written in lemon juice" (p. 335). It may even pro- 

vide another version of  the word on a different card. 

In a subsequent elaboration o f  this viewpoint, R. Brown 

(1970) suggested that when one reads words, one does not thor- 

oughly process them on each exposure. Salient parts of  the 

word, such as the first and last letters, are processed more com- 

pletely than redundant portions, such as the middle letters. 

Therefore, the first and last parts are more likely to be asso- 

ciated with other words through repeated, contiguous experi- 

ence. When attempting to retrieve these words later through 

related word cues, the strongly associated fragments (i.e., first 

letter) may be the only portions that become available to con- 

sciousness. 

Under the incomplete-activation position, the availability of  

target-word information reflects a gradual narrowing of  the 

memory search process. Wenzl (1932, cited in Woodworth, 

1938) proposed that related words and target fragments provide 

guideposts along the retrieval route and suggested that the typi- 

cal recall process is like a mental funnel, with recall proceeding 

from the general toward the specific. Broad characteristics of  

the word are activated firstuits atmosphere, initial sound, and 

rhythm--followed by the specific word. The availability of  gen- 

eral information about the target was referred to as "generic 

recall" by R. Brown and McNeill (1966). Reed (1974) also 

viewed the TOT experience as reflecting a constructive process 

of  retrieval: 

The TOT experience suggests that we have activated one or more 
schemata correctly and that reconstruction is taking place. There 
is a good basis for our conviction that we have captured our item, 
even though it has not yet crystalized. (p. 86) 

Kohn et al. (1987) used a continuous free-association proce- 

dure to evaluate this interpretation. If  the TOT involves a grad- 

ual narrowing of  focus on the target-word location, they rea- 

soned that the emergence of  fragmentary information should 

follow a systematic pattern with each successive piece of  datum 

more related to the target word than the previous one. Subjects 

were encouraged to report any information that came to mind 

during a TOT, and of  those TOTs with multiple pieces of  infor- 

mation available (about a quarter of  the total), less than 1% 

reflected such a systematic narrowing (e.g., "n-, neo, nepotism S 

p. 251). Kohn et al. viewed this as evidence against the incom- 

plete activation position, but such an interpretation assumes 

that subjects describe information in the order in which they 

think of  it and that they provide everything that comes to mind. 

In a recent elaboration of  the incomplete activation hypothe- 

sis, Burke et al. (1991) suggested that the retrieval deficit occurs 

in the linkage between the phonological word systems and se- 

mantic word systems. In most retrievals, the meaning represen- 

tation of  the word allows direct and immediate access to its 

sound representation, thus enabling vocalization. However, on 

occasion the phonological entry is merely primed but not fully 

activated, instilling a certainty of  knowing in the absence of  

production ability. 

Burke et al's (1991) model is fairly complex and interwoven 

into language production theory. The details are not presented 

here, but several findings support their speculation. The pre- 

ponderance of  naturally occurring TOTs involve words that 

have not been frequently or recently activated, according to 

subjects' self-reports (Burke et al., 1989). This is what would be 

anticipated if the probability of  a TOT was inversely related to 

the strength o f  the semantic-phonological connection for a 

word. Furthermore, Burke et al. speculated that the increase in 

TOT frequency with older adults results from the weakening of  

the semantic-phonological connection, as reflected in the re- 

duction in ancillary information about the target word (first 

letter, number of  syllables, related words) available to older 

adults. 

Blocking 

According to the incomplete activation position, the pres- 

ence of  words semantically and structurally related to the target 

reflects the level at which the search is stalled. The occurrence 

of  related words is also central to the blocking position but is 
interpreted differently. A TOT reflects a memory search effort 

that took an inadvertent detour prior to the target and located 

an incorrect word. "In these cases of  hampered recall, one 

seems to start towards the goal but to stray into a blind alley" 

(Woodworth, 1940, p. 127). This incorrect word diverts atten- 

tion away from the target word and competes with it. A seman- 

tic or phonemic resemblance to the target makes the related 
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word compelling, and efforts to retreat from it back to the target 

word become arduous. 

As Freud (1901, cited in Reason & Lucas, 1984) suggested, 

when we are searching for an elusive name, we frequently re- 

trieve names that "although immediately recognized as false, 

nevertheless obtrude themselves with great tenacity" (p. 189). 

Some investigators reveal their bias by labeling these related 

words blockers (Burke et al., 1988; Reason & Lucas, 1984) or 

interlopers (Jones, 1989; Jones & Langford, 1987). To remain 

neutral on this issue, I use the term related words in this review 

(see Cohen & Faulkner, 1986, for further comment). 

Reason and Lucas (1984) discovered that subjects having 

TOTs rated more than three quarters of the related words higher 

in either frequency or recency than the target. This outcome 

suggested to Reason and Lucas that the related word may pro- 

vide a more compelling destination near the target, diverting 

the search process toward it. They use a colorful analogy for 

their speculation, likening the related word to the "ugly stepsis- 

ter" in the story of Cinderella. The prince (memory search) tries 

to find the correct word (Cinderella) to fit the definition (slip- 

per), but the ugly stepsisters (related words) intercept the search 

effort. Reason and Lucas suggested that once these words are 

experienced, they tend to recurrently intrude into conscious- 

ness because recent experience makes them more likely to be 

reselected. This is similar to the process whereby words that 

have already been retrieved are more likely to be sampled again, 

owing to recent strengthening, thereby inhibiting the recall of 

the remaining category items (e.g., Rundus, 1973; Watkins, 

1975). Schvaneveldt, Durso, and Mukherji 0982) also sup- 

ported this explanation for the initiation and maintenance of 

TOTs. 

A reasonable strategy to eliminate this blocking would ap- 

pear to be consciously ignoring this related but incorrect word. 

As Woodworth (1938) suggested, "the wrong name recalled ac- 

quires a recency value and blocks the correct name" and "a rest 

interval allows the recency value of the error to die away" (p. 

38). Reason and Lucas (1984) argued that individuals hold onto 

the related word rather than discarding it because it generates a 

sense of closeness to the target and motivates them to continue 

the search. Burke et al. (199 l) argued that the presence of re- 

lated words should actually discourage subjects from pursuing 

the retrieval effort because activation is siphoned away from the 

target word. However, Burke et al. found no difference in sub- 

jects' confidence in eventual target word retrieval between 

TOTs with and without related words. 

A major flaw with the blocking interpretation of TOTs is 

accounting for the substantial percentage of TOTs in which no 

related words are reported. Reason and Lucas 0984) suggested 
that subjects either start closer to the target on these occasions 

or that a clearly inappropriate word comes to mind that can be 

quickly rejected, avoiding the strengthening of repeated incor- 

rect retrievals. It is also possible that "unconscious" alternative 

words come to mind that are too weak to be retrieved but are 

capable of inhibiting target retrieval (Burke et al, 1991). In any 

case, the blocking model is certainly weakened by the fact that 

TOTs are possible without conscious awareness of extraneous 

words. 
To test the blocking against incomplete activation views, 

Jones and Langford (1987) manipulated the type of related- 

word primes that accompanied each definition: phonologically 

related, semantically related, both phonologically and semanti- 

cally related, and neither phonologically nor semantically re- 

lated to the target word. Under incomplete activation, retrieval 

should benefit from the availability of related words, and the 

number of TOTs should be reduced when related words are 

presented along with the definition. In contrast, providing the 

related words should increase TOTs from the blocking perspec- 

tive. Jones and Langford found no difference as a function of 

semantic relatedness, whereas phonologically related primes 

yielded significantly more TOTs than phonologically unrelated 

primes. This provides evidence against the incomplete activa- 

tion and for the blocking position (see Jones, 1988, for further 

comment). 

Jones (1989) extended this research to make the correspon- 

dence between the target and phonologically related word more 

precise. Whereas only the first letter matched in Jones and 

Langford (1987), both the first letter and number of syllables 

overlapped in Jones (1989). Furthermore, Jones presented the 

related word either before or after the definition was read. Jones 

reasoned that with incomplete activation, a related word follow- 

ing the definition (at the start of retrieval) should facilitate tar- 

get access (fewer TOTs) more than would a related word pre- 

sented prior to the definition. The opposite should happen 

under the blocking position: A related word at the end of the 

definition should increase the probability of TOTs in relation to 

one preceding the definition. 

Jones (1989) again discovered evidence for the blocking and 

against the incomplete activation hypothesis: Related words pre- 

sented after the definition resulted in more TOTs than ones 

provided prior to the definition. In addition, he replicated 

Jones and Langford's (1987) finding that words phonologically 

related to the target caused significantly more TOTs than phon- 

ologically unrelated ones, and a semantic relationship between 

the target and related word had no effect. 

Unfortunately, in the Jones studies (Jones, 1989; Jones & 

Langford, 1987) related-word conditions were not balanced 

across targets. Instead, a particular set of target words received 

only phonetically related words, another only semantically re- 

lated words, and so forth. Therefore, the effects of target-prime 

relationship cannot be separated from the differing propensi- 

ties of particular target words to elicit TOTs. Burke et al. (1991) 

discussed another problem with these investigations (Jones, 

1989; Jones & Langford, 1987). After subjects experience sev- 

eral TOTs, they may discover that they have access to some 

structural information about the target. After this realization, 

when shown a phonologically related prime, they may believe 

that because they have some partial information about the tar- 

get word, they could be in a TOT. 
The role of related, but incorrect, words in causing and 

maintaining TOTs was also discussed by Roediger (1974) and 

A. S. Brown (1979, 1981). Roediger noted that there are many 

retrieval paradigms in which the presentation or retrieval of a 

word can actually suppress the recall of related words. He lik- 

ened this to the TOT experience, in which word fragments or 

whole words may be a hindrance to eventual target word re- 

trieval. A. S. Brown (1979) provided experimental support for 

such speculation. When a related word preceded the target- 

word definition, subjects found target-word retrieval more dif- 
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ficult, as reflected in increased retrieval latencies and de- 

creased retrieval probabilities, in relation to an unrelated 

prime. This effect apparently occurs only when the prime word 

is a target on some trials. When subjects know that the prime 

will never be the target, the inhibition disappears (Bowles, 

1989; Roediger, Neely, & Blaxton, 1983). This fits the dynamics 

of  the TOT experience in the following manner. When the sub- 

ject expects that a word could be the target, as in the TOT 

experience and in A. S. Brown (1979), it has the potential to 

hamper target retrieval. When subjects appreciate that the 

word presented cannot be a target (Bowles, 1989; Roediger, 

Neely, & Blaxton, 1983), no inhibition occurs. Although they 

argued against the blocking hypothesis, Burke et al. (1991) did 

discover that target-word recovery took about three times 

longer when a related word was present during a TOT than 

when one was not. According to the incomplete activation posi- 

tion, recovery times should have been equivalent, or even 

shorter, when related words were present. 

Miller (1979) espoused a theoretical position that incorpo- 

rates this blocking position, suggesting that "successful recall 

. . . depends to some extent on the ability to inhibit the re- 

trieval of  potential responses that are incorrect (i.e., other com- 

mon words in the subject's vocabulary)" (p. 140). Warrington 

and Weiskrantz (I 970) used the failure of  this suppression mech- 

anism, or disinhibition, to clarify amnesic patients' difficulty 

with word retrieval. Miller further suggested that occasional 

disinhibition in normal adults could produce TOTs and that a 

gradual increase in the magnitude ofdisinhibition could result 

in the increase in retrieval difficulties experienced by older 

adults. 

Individual  Differences 

Research on the TOT experience has been extended to differ- 

ent groups of  individuals. With children, the questions are, At 

what age do they first experience TOTs, and what is their aware- 

ness of  these blocks?. With older adults, the research focuses on 

whether TOTs increase with age and, if so, how this relates to 

possible memory decline. TOTs have also been examined with 

aphasic patients to determine whether it provides an appro- 

priate model for their language dysfunction. Finally, investiga- 

tions outside o f  the English-language culture have helped estab- 

lish the generality of  the TOT experience. 

Children 

Only a few investigations have examined TOTs in children. 

Wellman (1977) evaluated a broad range of  memory-monitor- 

ing abilities in children from kindergarten through the third 

grade. He assessed children's feeling of  knowing for unrecall- 

able target words that were cued by pictures. Their spontaneous 

comments suggested that they were occasionally experiencing 

TOTs. When unable to recall a target word, subjects often volun- 

teered partial information about the unrecallable target, such 

as fragments of  it ("vi" for "violin"), words acoustically related 

to it ("fumbler" for "funnel"), longer words that subsumed it 

("thermostat" for "thermos"), or words rhyming with it ("hair" 

for "bear"). These responses accompanied only about 1% of 

retrieval efforts at each grade level (kindergarten, first grade, 

and third grade). 

Subjects' spontaneous comments also reflected that they 

were experiencing a TOT: "I know I know that"; "I know, I just 

can't remember"; "why can't I remember?" Such reactions oc- 

curred on 2%, 2%, and 4% of  the retrieval attempts for children 

in kindergarten, first grade, and third grade, respectively. These 

data suggest a developmental increase in TOTs, with an in- 

crease from the first to the third grade level. Wellman also 

noted that like adults, these young subjects often "became agi- 

tated and frustrated with their inability to recall the name" 

(p. 20). 

Another investigation is a case study of  a 2-year-old Dutch 

child who exhibited a word-finding difficulty strongly resem- 

bling the TOT experience in adults (Elbers, 1985). Using the 

transcripts of  tape-recorded conversations, Elbers showed that 

the child retrieved an incorrect word and was aware that it was 

wrong but was incapable of  finding the correct word. Further- 

more, the incorrect word resembled the target in number of  

syllables, syllabic stress pattern, and first syllable rhyme. The 

block also occurred three times, on separate occasions, for the 

same word. Although limited in scope, this demonstration sug- 

gests that the TOT experience may occur in very young chil- 

dren. 

Older Adults 

A number of  studies have examined TOTs in older adults, 

perhaps because older ~dults often express concern about such 

memory difficulties. With subjective estimates of  TOT inci- 

dence, Sunderland et al. (1986) found a median of  once a week, 

and Burke et al. (1991) found a comparable estimate of  approxi- 

mately 0.8 TOTs per week, which was essentially the same 

across younger, midage, and older age groups. 

The actual incidence of  TOTs was assessed by Burke et al. 

(1991) and Cohen and Faulkner (1986) using 4-week diary stud- 

ies. Burke et al. found that the weekly average was lower for 

younger (1.0) than for either midage (1.4) or older (1.7) adults, 

which did not differ, whereas Cohen and Faulkner discovered 

no difference between younger (2.0) and midage (2.0) groups, 

but both were significantly lower than the older group (4.0). 

Ironically, although Cohen and Faulkner had subjects record 

only proper name TOTs, their subjects reported more TOTs 

than Burke et al)s. Perhaps having subjects focus on a subset of  

information enhances their ability to remember TOTs by pro- 

viding more specific retrieval cues. Sunderland et al. also found 

a TOT frequency (median) of  two per week in a l-week diary 

study for older adults, suggesting that Burke et al.'s outcome 

may be more representative. 

Although Burke et al. (199 I) and Cohen and Faulkner (1986) 

discovered more TOTs in older than younger subjects, this in- 

crease occurred by midage for Burke et al. but not for Cohen 

and Faulkner. No significant differences in verbal ability among 

groups were found in either study, but the trend may relate to 

the TOT differences. For Burke et al., the Wechsler Adult Intel- 

ligence Scale vocabulary scores were 67.1,72.6, and 71.0 across 

younger, midage, and older groups, respectively. These means 

were 67.4, 68.9, and 73.3 for younger, midage, and older sub- 

jects (respectively) for Cohen and Faulkner. If  verbal ability is 
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positively related to TOT probability, then this pattern may 

clarify why the midage group resembled the older group in 

Burke et al. and the younger group in Cohen and Faulkner. 

Further evaluation o f  Burke et al. (1991) and Cohen and 

Faulkner (1986) will exclude the midage groups because this 

usually duplicated that noted earlier: For Burke et al. the mi- 

dage and older subjects were similar, and for Cohen and 

Faulkner, midage and younger subjects were comparable. The 

following age differences were consistent for both Burke et al. 

and Cohen and Faulkner: (a) Older adultsgave higher familiar- 

ity ratings to target words, (b) unrelated words occurred more 

frequently during TOTs for younger adults, and (c) more target 

word information was available during the TOT (i.e., first letter 

and number of  syllables) for younger subjects. 

Several outcomes differ between the studies. TOTs are re- 

solved more quickly by older adults in Cohen and Faulkner 

(1986), whereas Burke et al. (1991) discovered the opposite. On 

method of  resolution, Burke et al. found that active strategies 

were used more often by younger subjects, whereas spontane- 

ous retrievals occurred at a higher rate with older subjects. Co- 

hen and Faulkner found no significant age difference for either 

type of  resolution, although age trends resembled those o f  

Burke et al. 

Burke et al. (1991) discovered that proper names were the 

source of  most TOTs for both younger and older adults, which 

confirms Cohen and Faulkner's (1986) wisdom in focusing on 

this category. Burke et al. did note a higher percentage of  object 

word TOTs for older adults, whereas younger adults experi- 

enced considerably more TOTs involving nonobject words. 

They point out that this word class difference may result from 

younger (college student) subjects experiencing TOTs with aca- 

demic materials, which are more likely to involve abstract (non- 

object) terms. 

In general, the aging research suggests that older adults are 

more prone to TOTs on a daily basis, have fewer target-word 

fragments and related words come to mind during the TOT, 

and take a less active role in resolving the TOT. Burke et al. 

(1991) proposed two factors to account for this TOT increase 

with age. If  less recently experienced targets are more likely to 

elicit TOTs, then older adults will have more TOT-prone items 

in their memory store than younger adults. Burke et al's (1991 ) 

subjects' assessments of  recovered TOT targets support such 

speculation. The other factor accounting for age differences 

may be a decline in the efficiency of  the semantic to phonologi- 

cal word systems linkage, resulting in an increase in occasions 

in which the word's meaning is known but its speech produc- 

tion is blocked. This idea is supported by the decrease in avail- 

ability of  target-word information in older adults. 

Age differences in TOTs need to be cautiously interpreted 

because of  possible reporting criterion differences. Interest- 

ingly, Burke et al. (1991) found that older adults underestimated 

and younger adults overestimated their actual TOT frequency, 

suggesting a reporting bias in the opposite direction of  that 

which might be inferred from objective group differences. Con- 

trolled laboratory research on TOTs comparing younger and 

older adults is needed to more systematically evaluate this possi- 

ble age difference. 

Aphasic Subjects 

Aphasic subjects routinely experience word retrieval difficul- 

ties similar to those suffered by normal subjects in a TOT 

(Bruce & Howard, 1988; Ellis, 1985). In picture naming, Barton 

(1971) noted that when unable to recall a target word, aphasic 

subjects still can supply generic information about the target. 

For each inaccessible target word (22% of retrievals), Barton 

requested that subjects indicate its initial letter, number of  sylla- 

bles (1 through 5), length (small, medium, or big), and the first 

related word to come to mind. The first letter was correct 62% 

of the time, a percentage significantly above chance and in the 

range of  values obtained for normal adults. Furthermore, 13 of  

16 subjects provided related words of  similar meaning, and 9 

subjects generated words similar in sound. Guesses of  syllabic 

length were correct 72% of the time, and estimates of  target 

word length were correct on 65% of  the occasions. 

Barton (1971 ) pointed out that aphasic subjects seem to know 

many generic properties of  a word but cannot integrate them to 

produce the word, and he illustrates this struggle in one of  his 

subjects, who claimed that 

he always knows the word, and that he has been trying to tell us 
that he knows these words, but that, for some reason, they just 
don't come out. He was, incidentally, quite heartened by this op- 
portunity to demonstrate this very fact. (p. 8 I) 

Extending Barton's (1971) investigation, Goodglass, Kaplan, 

Weintraub, and Ackerman (1976) differentiated among four 

types of  aphasia: Broca's, Wernicke's, anomic, and conduction. 

As with Barton's subjects, Goodglass et al.'s subjects named ob- 

ject drawings and when faced with a retrieval failure provided 

the following concerning the target word: sound, initial letter, 

number of  syllables, and an associated word. 

Goodglass et al. (1976) discovered that subjects with conduc- 

tion aphasia correctly predicted both the number of  syllables 

(34%) and first letter (34%) significantly more often than either 

the subjects with Wernicke's (14% syllables correct and 13% first 

letter correct) or anomic aphasia (10% syllables correct and 6% 

first letters correct). Subjects with Broca's aphasia did not differ 

from the other groups (20% syllables correct and 21% first letter 

correct). Unfortunately, these percentages are low and close to 

chance guessing probabilities (Koriat & Lieblich, 1974). 

It is difficult to interpret these data from aphasic subjects. 

Certainly, there is empirical ambiguity; Barton's outcome sug- 

gests some partial knowledge, whereas Goodglass et al.'s out- 

come does not. Beyond this, simply establishing a parallel be- 

tween the features of  aphasic subjects' typical nonrecall state 

and the TOT experience does not help clarify either phenom- 

enon. 

Other Cultures 

Most literature on the TOT experience pertains to English- 

speaking subjects. Do persons in other cultures experience 

TOTs? Although one of  the earliest systematic investigations of  

TOTs was by Wenzl (1932 as cited in Blumenthal, 1977) in Ger- 

many, there exists little additional literature on the cultural di- 

versity of  the phenomenon. Two exceptions involve Japanese 

subjects. Murakami (1980) discovered that a TOT experience 
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accompanied 4% of  retrieval efforts and that subjects correctly 

guessed the target's first letter 94% of  the time and the last letter 

59% of  the time while in a TOT. In comparison with English- 

language studies, the TOT incidence is lower and the percent- 

age of  correct target-letter guesses is higher. Naito and Komatsu 

(1989) found a considerably higher TOT incidence of  26%. How- 

ever, this difference is difficult to interpret because they used a 

more liberal TOT criterion than did Murakami (1980). 

Detai led comparisons  with English-language research is 

problematic  because o f  cultural differences in the language 

structure, but these studies support the fact that the TOT experi- 

ence is generalizable across cultures. 

Re la t ed  P h e n o m e n a  

This section of  the review describes three phenomena related 

to the TOT experience: retrieval blocks involving different sen- 

sory domains, oral language production deficits, and written 

language errors. 

Extensions to Other Senses 

The expression "tip of  the tongue" was originally coined as a 

vivid image to portray the physical feeling of  a word on the 

verge of  being spoken. This imagery has been extended to two 

other senses to describe the sensation that information is close 

to being expressed or perceived. 

E r d e ~ )  investigated the phenomenon 

of~r~-erinnesia, or the increase in recall performance over re- 

peated testing without intervening study trials. As subjects re- 

called specific pictures, they occasionally had a tip-of-the-eye 

(TOE) experience on a picture, in which their mental image is 

"out o f  focus" and incapable of  successfully cueing a target 

word. As one subject described it, 

the most interesting subjective experience was getting a general 
"visual feeling" in my mind for a particular shape such as length or 
roundness. I remember seeing a vague, oblong shape in my mind 
from which I was able to extract such items as gun, broom and 
baseball bat; from an oval shape--football and pineapple; from 
an inverted cup form--bell, funnel, and bottle . . . .  Just before 
many of these recoveries, I often experienced what might best be 
described as a "tip-of-the-eye" (TOE) phenomenon, in which I 
was certain a particular item was on the verge of recovery but 
which would take its time before suddenly coalescing into an 
image in consciousness. (p. 280) 

The TOE resembles the TOT experience because fragmen- 

tary  information concerning the target image precedes the 

clearly detailed image. Information on the TOE is not provided 

by Erdelyi and Kleinbard (1978), but it does appear to be reli- 

able. They reported a second study in which several more sub- 

jects reported the experience during postexperimental ques- 

tioning. This propensity for an image to come to mind prior to 

the word was also found by May and Clayton (1973). After 

presenting definitions of  picturable objects, they found that 

18% of  the time, some aspect of  the visual appearance was 

available prior to the name. This experience was not described 

as a TOE by May and Clayton, and it is probably different from 

the spontaneous TOE descr ibed by Erdelyi and Kleinbard.  

However, it does demonstrate that imaginal fragments of  the 

target can precede name recall. 

Turning to a different sense, Lawless and Engen (1977) stud- 

ied subjects' ability to name odors and form associations to 

them (also see Engen, 1987). Subjects would occasionally have a 

strong feeling of  familiarity for the odor name without being 

able to recall it. An association to the missing odor name accom- 

panied most of  these blocks (83%). Lawless and Engen labeled 

this the "tip-of-the-nose" (TON) experience and conducted an 

experiment modeled after R. Brown and McNeill (1966). TONs 

occurred on 6% of  the retrieval attempts and were elicited by 

the majority (27 of  48) of  odors used. 

The TONs differ dramatically from TOTs in the types of  

partial information available. Subjects had difficulty accessing 

structural aspects of  the odor name, such as SS words, number 

of  syllables, syllabic stress, and letters. Only two correct  re- 

sponses were produced across 37 TONs. In contrast, subjects 

easily provided general categorical or imaginal information: 

similar odors (49%), general category of  the smell (65%), object 

origin (49%), place origin (49%), visual image of  the object 

(32%), and visual image of  the place (24%). 

Subjects in a TON judged which of  two odors were closer to 

the blocked target (e.g., mint and roses for the target doves), and 

their selections corresponded to independent judges' choices 

77% of  the time. When subjects were provided with a dictio- 

nary definition, the TON target-word recovery rate was 70%. 

The number of  TONs resolved within the session can be in- 

ferred from the difference between the total and the number in 

which dictionary cues were provided. The short-term resolu- 

tion rate of  38% is close to that found for TOTs (see the section 

Immediate Resolution in this review). 

Slips of  the Tongue 

A slip of  the tongue, or SOT, is when a word is inadvertently 

substituted in naturalistic speech production (i.e., "goof" for 

"golf," "psychotic" for "psychological"; Tweney, Tkacz, & Zar- 

uba, 1975). Collections of  such naturally occurring errors have 

been analyzed for semantic and phonemic relationships to the 

intended target word (Fay & Cutler, 1977; Tweney et al., 1975; 

Vihman, 1980; Zwicky, 1982). An SOT resembles a TOT in that 

both involve an error in word retrieval. With an SOT, related 

words come to mind but are not identified as such before out- 

put; with a TOT, related words may come to mind but are 

detected as incorrect before being spoken. Perhaps the key dis- 

tinction between TOTs and SOTs is the level of  monitoring 

during word production. When monitoring is low, the incorrect 

word is spoken and an SOT occurs. When awareness is higher, 

incorrect information is withheld, and a TOT results (see Ellis, 

1985, for a further discussion of  the relationship between SOTs 

and TOTs). 

The majority of  SOTs match the target in sound, considering 

an SS match as sharing at least one letter with the target in the 

same position: 86% (Tweney et al., 1975), 81% (Fay & Cutler, 

1977), and 55% (Dell & Reich, 1981). This is comparable to R. 

Brown and McNeill's (1966) finding that related words were 

predominantly SS during TOTs. The correspondence between 

syllabic number of  SOT and target word ranges between 71% 
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and 86% across studies (Fay & Cutler, 1977; Tweney et al., 1975; 

Zwicky, 1982). Again, this is similar to the degree of  overlap 

found between SS words and targets in TOTs (R. Brown & 

McNeill, 1966). Syllabic stress matches were also extremely 

high between SS word and target, at over 90% for Zwicky (93%) 

and Fay and Cutler (98%). 

On specific letter matches, Tweney et al. (1975) found that SS 

SOT words matched the targets 52% of  the time on the first 

letter, 49% on the second letter, 62% on the second to last letter, 

and 77% on the last letter (estimated from their Figure 1, p. 

393). Letter matches between SM SOTs and intended targets 

were much lower at 31%, 31%, 20%, and 27%, for first, second, 

second to last, and last letters, respectively. The SS words 

matched their targets better on the end position than on the 

beginning position, an outcome opposite of  SS word matches in 

a TOT (R. Brown & McNeill, 1966). Two other studies, how- 

ever, found much higher first-letter correspondence rates of  

over 80% (Vihman, 1980; Zwicky, 1982). 

These SOT investigations indicate that SOTs are clearly re- 

lated to intended targets and that this correspondence is higher 

than that between SS words and targets during TOTs. SS SOTs 

occurred more often than SM SOTs, the syllabic match rate of  

SS SOTs always exceeded 70%, syllabic stress match was extraor- 

dinarily high, and the individual letter matches were consis- 

tently high across positions. Although this outcome does not 

imply that the two phenomena have the same underlying cause, 

the parallels warrant further comparisons. 

Slips of the Pen 

Another language production error that resembles the TOT 

experience is inadvertent word substitutions while writing. In 

analyzing 847 slips of  the pen (SOP) on students' written appli- 

cations to college, Wing and Baddeley (1980) discovered that 

the letter-position correspondence between the SOP and the 

intended target was similar to that between SS words and target 

words during a TOT. The percentage of  matches was high 

across the five positions they compared, ranging from 70% to 

90%, and were greatest at the initial (89%) and final (90%) letter 

positions. This U-shaped serial position function for letter over- 

lap was also noted by Hotopf (1980), who combined several 

different collections of  SOPs. He found a range of  correspon- 

dence between 66% and 93%, with the highest overlap on the 

first-letter position (93%) and the last-letter position (89%; esti- 

mated from his Figure 1, p. 302). 

These overlap percentages between the SOP and target word 

are higher than between SS words and a target word in the 

TOT, but the similar serial position function suggests underly- 

ing communalities between written and oral output errors. Ho- 

topf (1980) increased the SOP incidence by requiring students 

to write hastily on a controversial topic in a noisy, distracting 

environment. The error rate doubled, implying that word selec- 

tion or output errors (TOTs, SOTs, and SOPs) may result from 

distraction or misdirected attention. A test of  this idea might 

involve making subjects perform a secondary task (i.e., visual 

monitoring) during retrieval to determine if this increases the 

TOT probability. 

S u m m a r y  and  Evaluation 

Despite the diversity of  paradigms and analytical proce- 

dures, the TOT literature has produced some consistent find- 

ings, which are summarized in the following section. After this 

is a brief review of  those issues that have yielded inconsistent or 

inconclusive outcomes. 

Consistent Findings 

1. The TOT phenomenon appears to be a nearly universal 

experience. Most subjects report such memory blocks in anec- 

dotal reflection, diary studies, and laboratory investigations. 

Even when the TOT incidence is low (i.e., Mitchell, 1983) most 

subjects report them. The experience appears to span all ages, 

from elementary school children (Wellman, 1977) to older 

adults (Burke et al., 1991; Cohen & Faulkner, 1986). 

2. A variety of  stimulus materials can elicit TOTs. Although 

definitional cues are the mainstay of  this research (R. Brown & 

McNeill, 1966), TOTs also occur with faces (Read & Bruce, 

1982; Yarmey, 1973), simple line drawings (Mitchell, 1989; 

Wellman, 1977), nonsense syllable pairs (Ryan et al., 1982; 

Wearing, 1987), and odors (Lawless & Engen, 1977). 

3. TOTs are reported to occur in daily life about once a week 

and to increase with age. In the lab, TOTs appear to occur on 

about 10% to 20% of  all attempts to retrieve low-frequency tar- 

get information. 

4. Most naturally occurring TOTs are triggered by names of  

personal acquaintances, followed by names of  famous persons 

and objects. 

5. Words related to the sought-after target come to mind on 

between 40% and 70% of  TOTs. This probably depends, to 

some extent, on how much the instructions suggest the occur- 

rence of  related words. Words both semantically and orthogra- 

phically similar to the target are thought of, but orthographi- 

cally related words predominate. 

6. Subjects in a TOT correctly guess the first letter of  the 

missing target word about 50% of the time, a figure that is well 

above chance. Indirect evidence of  first-letter knowledge is also 

revealed in the first-letter correspondence between SS words 

and their intended targets. 

7. The last letter of  the target word also seems available dur- 

ing a TOT, as evidenced by direct letter guesses (Rubin, 1975) 

and inferences from SS words (R. Brown & McNeill, 1966). 
Knowledge about other target letters (i.e., second and second 

from last) is limited. 

8. Information on a target word's syllabic structure is avail- 

able in a TOT as inferred by subjects correctly guessing the 

number of  syllables 50% to 80% of  the time. Chance guessing 

probabilities, however, account for a substantial portion of  this 

because subjects not in a TOT correctly guess the number of  

target-word syllables 38% of the time (Koriat & Lieblich, 1974). 

9. Around one half of  all TOTs (40% and 66%) are resolved 

within a minute of  the blocking experience. 

10. TOT target words are recalled later at a higher rate than 

non-TOT targets. This difference is true whether subjects re- 

trieve the target or have it supplied by the experimenter. 
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Ambiguous Findings 

1. The TOT experience often is associated with an emotional 

reaction or agitation (R. Brown & McNeill, 1966). This is diffi- 

cult to quantify or assess, and there are no objective data on this 

issue. Some use an emotional reaction as a defining quality of  a 

TOT (Gruneberg et al., 1973), and perhaps some measure of  

physiological arousal during retrieval, such as pupil dilation 

and galvanic skin response, might be useful in future research 

(Headley, 1981). 

2. R. Brown and McNeill (1966) originally assumed that 

only low-frequency targets elicit TOTs. Most subsequent inves- 

tigations have accepted this idea, but empirical verification of  it 

is lacking. Variation in objective frequency of  target words 

across studies has had little impact on TOT frequency, and sub- 

jects tend to rate blocked targets as relatively familiar (Burke et 

al., 1991; Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; Reason & Lucas, 1984). This 

issue could be resolved by an item-based correlation of  TOT 

frequency with objective frequency, using a sample of  target 

words spanning a broad range of  objective frequency. 

3. Does the TOT experience reflect a retrieval process 

stalled because of  incomplete target activation or a retrieval 

sidetracked because of  incorrect information? Neither position 

has received an adequate test, mainly because of  the difficulty 

of  experimental control with TOTs. This theoretical issue pivots 

on the role of  related words in the TOT experience. Although 

R. Brown and McNeill (1966) suggested that related words faci- 

liate eventual retrieval, others argued that they precipitate and 

maintain the target-word retrieval blockage (A. S. Brown, 1979; 

Jones & Langford, 1987; Roediger, 1974). 

4. The existence of  later spontaneous retrievals (pop-ups) of  

blocked TOT targets has been supported in some investigations 

but not in others. The key distinction appears to be the manner 

in which the TOT is induced. Naturally occurring TOTs yield a 

moderate number of  pop-ups (17% to 41%), whereas studies 

that induce TOTs in the lab yield a much smaller percentage 

(5% or less). 

Directions for Future Research 

The TOT phenomenon has intrigued researchers for nearly a 

century. R. Brown and McNeill (1966) broke the ground in the 

systematic investigation of  this phenomenon, and most subse- 

quent studies have modeled their materials or procedure, to 

some extent, after the original investigation. However, each 

study differs in the stimulus materials, questionnaire format, 

and summary statistics, making it difficult to directly compare 

outcomes among investigations. 

A more comprehensive and consistent disclosure of  certain 

types of  information concerning TOTs must become routine if 

understanding of  the TOT experience is to advance. A fre- 

quency distribution of  TOTs for both subjects and target words 

should be standard. The total number of  both successful and 

unsuccessful retrievals would help to evaluate the percentage of  

TOTs more clearly. A count of  both positive (target word same as 

experimenter's) and negative (target word different from experi- 

menter's) TOTs should be provided, even when negative TOTs 

are not used in the analyses. Subjects should be carefully in- 

structed as to what is and what is not a TOT before participating 

in the study, and they should be asked to describe a personal 

TOT experience to verify that they can separate it from routine 

recall failure (Burke et al., 1991). 

The scope of  TOT research should be expanded on both 

subjects and materials. TOTs have been studied in children and 

older adults, but systematic laboratory investigations are lack- 

ing at each end of  the age spectrum. Definitions of  rare words 

and pictures of  famous individuals have been heavily relied on 

to trigger TOTs. Studies suggest that paired associates may be 

effective in evoking TOTs (Ryan et al., 1982; Wearing, 1970). 

Pictured objects also yield TOTs (Mitchell, 1989; Snodgrass & 

Vanderwart, 1980; Wellman, 1977) but have never been used in 

a study directly examining the TOT experience. 

There is some concern that the instructions given to subjects 

determines the type of  information produced during the TOT 

(cf. Gruneberg, 1978). For instance, R. Brown and McNeill 

(1966) instructed subjects to provide such structural features as 

the first letter and the number of  syllables of  the target word 

while in a TOT. This directive is problematic from two perspec- 

tives. First, it intimates that such information should be rou- 

tinely accessible while in a TOT. The questions then become, 

What information comes to mind of  its own accord, and what 

can be generated by the subject if asked to do so? Perhaps this is 

an unavoidable bind in studying covert behaviors: To collect 

systematic data, one must advise subjects concerning the possi- 

ble range of  responses, but in so doing one may artificially 

generate the appearance that such responses naturally occur. 

A second problem with these instructions is biasing subjects 

toward providing acoustically or orthographically related 

words or information about the target word (see Dale & 

McGlaughlin, 1971; Norman, 1969). Yarmey (1973) expressed a 

broader concern over the verbal bias in instructions and ex- 

panded his questionnaire to capture nonverbal and imaginal 

information about the inaccessible name of  a famous person: 

profession, last place seen, and recency of  last exposure. 

Lovelace (1987) addressed the issue of  questionnaire bias by 

using open-ended instructions to subjects in a TOT: "Perhaps 

you can tell me certain things about this word that you are 

looking for, or perhaps you can tell me something that the miss- 

ing word reminds you o f "  (p. 371). Subjects generated an aver- 

age of  2.7 attributes per TOT and volunteered the following 

types of  target-word information: contextual attribute (32%), 

descriptive attribute (20%), number of  syllables (17%), word 

length (14%), country or language (14%), first letter (12%), fre- 

quency of  usage (11%), whole word sound (7%), time or era (3%), 

partial recall (4%), last letter (2%), beginning sound (2%), and 

ending sound (2%). Lovelace, however, found this exercise prob- 

lematic and lamented that "placement of  the students' remarks 

into categories was not simple and clearcut, and agreement 

among the five judges was not as high as one might like" 
(p. 372). 

Despite this limitation, the distribution of  free-form re- 
sponses suggests that the R. Brown and McNeill (1966) ques- 

tionnaire may underrepresent the rich diversity of  information 

available in a TOT. A variety of  contextual, associational, and 

imaginal characteristics of  the word may come to mind, and a 

broader questionnaire such as Yarmey's (1973) may better cover 

the complete spectrum of target-word information. 

Supporting this speculation, Whitten and Leonard (1981) 
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noted that when recalling the names  of  school teachers, target 

in fo rmat ion  (i.e., imagery) other  t han  or thographic  features 

were more readily available to subjects before retrieving the 

target name.  Reaching back to the roots o f  T O T  research, 

Wenzl (1932, cited in Blumenthal,  1977) included a wider series 

of  queries for subjects to respond to, including affective reac- 

t ions about  the missing target word ("sad" "gloomy; "pleas- 

ing") and synesthetic associations to the target word ("bright" 

"sonorous"). Examin ing  this earlier research may provide a 

paradigmatic break from a narrow focus on  the structural char- 

acteristics o f  the missing target word. 
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